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THE B(G)-PARAMETRIZATION OF THE LOCAL LANGLANDS

CORRESPONDENCE

ALEXANDER BERTOLONI MELI AND MASAO OI

Abstract. This article is on the parametrization of the local Langlands cor-
respondence over local fields for non-quasi-split groups according to the philos-
ophy of Vogan. We show that a parametrization indexed by the basic part of
the Kottwitz set (which is an extension of the set of pure inner twists) implies
a parametrization indexed by the full Kottwitz set. On the Galois side, we
consider irreducible algebraic representations of the full centralizer group of
the L-parameter (i.e not a component group). When F is a p-adic field, we
discuss a generalization of the endoscopic character identity.
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1. Introduction

For a quasi-split connected reductive group G over a local field F , a local Lang-
lands correspondence (LLC) is a map

LLCG : ΠpGq ÝÑ ΦpGq,

satisfying certain desiderata. Here, ΠpGq is the set of isomorphism classes of ir-

reducible admissible C-valued representations of GpF q and ΦpGq is the set of pG-

conjugacy classes of L-parameters φ : WF ˆ SL2 Ñ LG. The map LLCG is not
injective in general but it has finite fibers (called L-packets) parametrized, after a

choice of Whittaker datum of G, by Irrpπ0pSφ{Zp pGqΓqq, where Sφ :“ Z pGpimφq and

where Irrpπ0pSφ{Zp pGqΓqq denotes the set of irreducible representations of the finite

group π0pSφ{Zp pGqΓq.
In the case where G is not quasi-split, Whittaker data are no longer defined,

and in any case, the two sets are not always in bijection. Vogan realized ([Vog93])
that instead of trying to parametrize the L-packets of G on their own, one does
better by simultaneously parametrizing L-packets of a collection of suitably rigidi-
fied inner twists of the unique quasi-split inner form G˚ of G. For various reasons,
inner twists classified by H1pF,Gadq are not suitable; for example, they have outer-
automorphisms. Some natural suitable collections of inner twists are parametrized
by H1pF,Gq, BpGqbas, or H

1pu Ñ W,ZpGq Ñ Gq (see [Kal16a] for the details).
In each case, one can conjecture an expected parametrization of L-packets. For
instance, in the case of BpGqbas, Kottwitz conjectured a bijection ([Kal16a, Con-
jecture F])

š
bPBpGqbas

ΠφpGbq IrrpS6
φq,

ιw

where S6
φ “ Sφ{p pGder X Sφq˝ ( pGder denotes the derived subgroup of pG). In light of

the recent work of Fargues–Scholze ([FS21]), the set BpGqbas is quite natural to use
as a parametrization. Recalling that topologically |BunG| – BpGq however, the set
BpGq is an even more natural choice. Note that the set BpGq parametrizes certain
inner twists of G˚ and its Levi subgroups. In [FS21, Remark I.10.3], Fargues and
Scholze express their expectation of a parametrization of LLC using BpGq. The
point of this article is to show that assuming the BpGqbas-parametrization of LLC,
there exists a BpGq-parametrization. We remark that for G with connected center,
the BpGqbas-parametrization is known to be equivalent to the rigid parametrization
of Kaletha by [Kal18].

Theorem 1.1 (See §3, §4). Let G be a quasi-split connected reductive group with
fixed Whittaker datum w. Suppose that there is an LLC for G and its BpGqbas-inner
twists as well as an LLC for each proper Levi subgroup L Ă G and its BpLqbas-inner
twists. Then there is an LLC for the BpGq-twists of G and a bijection

š
bPBpGq

ΠφpGbq IrrpSφq,
ιw

where IrrpSφq now denotes the set of irreducible algebraic representations of the
disconnected reductive group Sφ. (See §3 for the precise meaning of “LLC”.)

One advantage of Theorem 1.1 is that only the group Sφ appears as opposed
to its variants. Elements of IrrpSφq correspond to sheaves on the stack r˚{Sφs ãÑ
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Z1pWF , pGq{ pG, where the latter is the stack of L-parameters. Hence we expect
Theorem 1.1 to provide a means to relate classical formulations of LLC to the work
of Fargues–Scholze. On the other hand, the use of the disconnected reductive group
Sφ as opposed to variants of its component group is one of the main subtleties
we must contend with. The algebraic representations of disconnected reductive
group form a highest weight category ([AHR20]) and this structure is central to
our construction.

We explain how Theorem 1.1 can be seen as part of an extended Vogan philosophy.
Each of the classes of inner twists we mentioned above (H1pF,Gq, BpGqbas, H

1pu Ñ
W,ZpGq Ñ Gq) are related to cohomology of certain Galois gerbes. For us, Galois
gerbes will be extensions of Γ by the the F -points of a certain pro-multiplicative F -
group which we call the band. For H1pF,Gq, the relevant gerbe Epure “ Γ is banded
by the trivial group. For BpGqbas one has the gerbe E iso banded by the pro-torus
DF with character group Q. Finally, H1pu Ñ W,ZpGq Ñ Gq is associated to the
Kaletha gerbe EKal banded by a certain multiplicative pro-algebraic group u. In
each case, the parametrizing set is given as the cohomology H1

baspE , GpF qq, where

we are taking equivalence classes of 1-cocycles z of E whose restriction to DpF q
(here D is the band) comes from an algebraic map νz : D Ñ G. Further, the “bas”
signifies that we are only considering νz with central image in G.

The expectation evidenced by Theorem 1.1 is that one gets a cleaner parametriza-
tion by dropping this centrality condition on νz . In the H1pF,Gq case, D “ 1 so
dropping this assumption does nothing. For BpGqbas one gets BpGq. We remark
that non-central cocycles of EKal have not been studied so far and it should be
interesting to understand what the parametrization of LLC looks like in this case.

In §5 we discuss the compatibility of our construction with endoscopy in the case
where F is a p-adic field. In particular, we define the transfer to Gb of the stable
distribution SΘH

φH
attached to a tempered L-parameter φH of an endoscopic group

H of G. The transfer map is essentially a composition of the Jacquet functor from
H to certain Levi subgroups HL of H that are simultaneously endoscopic groups
of Gb, and then the endoscopic transfer from HL to Gb.

DiststpHq

š
DiststpHLq DistpGbq

Trans
Gb
Hš

JH
Pb

Trans
Gb
Hb

The goal is then to describe TransGb

H SΘH
φH

in terms of our L-packet ΠφpGbq for

φ :“ η ˝ φH , where η denotes the L-embedding LH ãÑ LG.
When H “ G, this is essentially a question of understanding the compatibility

of the local Langlands correspondence with Jacquet modules and already in this
case, the description is quite complicated and not known in general. In particular,
TransGb

H SΘH
φH

can contain representations of Gb that are associated to different

L-parameters of G (see [Ato20]; though the phenomenon appears even for GL4, see
Example 5.12).

In this paper, we give the following partial description of TransGb

H SΘH
φH

. We first

define the regular part rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg of TransGb

H SΘH
φH

. Standard desiderata of
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LLC imply that whenever φH has trivial SL2-part, we have rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg “

TransGb

H SΘH
φH

, though in general they are different. We prove the following.

Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.13). We have an equality of distributions on Gb.

rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg “ epGbq
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, ηpsqyregΘπ,

where epGbq denotes the Kottwitz sign of Gb and xπ, ηpsqyreg is a certain number
defined in §5.6 and Θπ is the trace distribution attached to π.

It would be quite interesting to extend Theorem 1.2 beyond the regular case.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank David Hansen for suggesting we
think about this question. We also thank Anne-Marie Aubert and Tasho Kaletha
for several helpful discussions and Sug Woo Shin for inspiring us to a more general
form of our results. We thank Jonathan Leake for helping us with some Weyl group
computations. A.B.M. was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1840234. M.O.
was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 20K14287.

2. Preliminaries

Let F be a local field. We write Γ (resp. WF ) for the absolute Galois group
(resp. the Weil group) of F . In this paper, when F is non-Archimedean, we adopt
the geometric normalization of the local class field theory for F i.e., a uniformizer
of Fˆ is mapped to a lift of the geometric Frobenius.

Let G be a quasi-split connected reductive group over F . We fix an F -rational

splitting pT,B, tXαuq of G. We let pG denote the Langlands dual group of G. By

fixing a splitting p pT , pB, t pXαuq of pG, we get an action of Γ on pG. To be more precise,

let ΨpGq (resp. Ψp pGq) be the based root datum of G (resp. pG) determined by the
Borel pair contained in the fixed splitting. Then, by fixing an isomorphism of based

root data ΨpGq_ – Ψp pGq, where ΨpGq_ is the dual to ΨpGq, we obtain a unique

action of Γ on pG which preserves the fixed splitting and is compatible with the

Galois action on ΨpGq through the isomorphism ΨpGq_ – Ψp pGq.
For any algebraic group H , we write H˝ for the identity component of H and

ZpHq for the center of H . When H acts on a set X , for any subset Y Ă X ,
we put ZHpY q :“ th P H | h ¨ y “ y for any y P Y u and NHpY q :“ th P H |
h ¨ y P Y for any y P Y u.

We fix the following additional notation. Let AT Ă T be the maximal split
subtorus and denote AT “ X˚pAT qR. Let C denote the closed Weyl chamber
in AT associated to B and let CQ denote its intersection with X˚pAT qQ. For each
standard Levi subgroupM Ă G, let AM denote the maximal split torus in the center
of M . We denote AM “ X˚pAM qR Ă AT . Let

LM be a standard Levi subgroup of
LG which corresponds to M (see [Bor79, §3] for the details of the correspondence

between Levi subgroups of G and those of LG). We put xM :“ LM X pG and

AxM :“ ZpxMqΓ,˝.

We write W :“ WG :“ WGpT q and W rel :“ W rel
G :“ WGpAT q – WΓ. On

the dual side, similarly, we write xW :“ xWG :“ W pGp pT q and xW rel :“ xW rel
G :“

W pGpA pT q – xWΓ. Since we have fixed F -splittings of G and pG, we have a Γ-

equivariant identification W – xW which induces W rel – xW rel. (We refer the
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reader to [KMSW14, §0.4.3] for the details.) In this paper, we often implicitly use
these identifications of Weyl groups.

For a standard parabolic subgroup Q of G with standard Levi L, we let JG
Q p´q

(resp. IGQ p´q) denote the associated normalized Jacquet functor (resp. normalized

parabolic induction) (see [BZ77, §2.3]; our JG
Q (resp. IGQ ) is denoted by rL,G (resp.

iG,L in loc. cit.).

2.1. Review of the Kottwitz set. In this section, we briefly review the theory
of the Kottwitz set BpGq for local fields following [Kot14]. We follow this source
instead of [Kot97] since we handle a general local field F . In each case, the set
BpGq is the first cohomology of a certain Galois gerbe.

Let DF be the F -(pro-)torus defined as in [Kot14, §10.4]. Note that DF is
isomorphic to Gm when F is Archimedean and also that X˚pDF q – Q when F is
non-Archimedean (see Remark 2.1). We have an extension

1 Ñ DF pF q Ñ E
iso
F

π
ÝÑ Γ Ñ 1

such that

‚ when F is non-Archimedean, E iso
F corresponds to 1 P pZ “ H2pΓ, limÐÝµnpF qq Ñ

H2pΓ,DF pF qq (see [Kal18, §3.1]),
‚ when F “ R, E iso

F corresponds to the nontrivial class of H2pΓ,GmpCqq, and
‚ when F “ C, E iso

F “ GmpCq.

We then define BpGq in all cases to be the set H1
algpE iso

F , GpF qq of equivalence

classes of algebraic cocycles Z1
algpE iso

F , GpF qq (see [Kot14, §2, §10]).

For z P Z1
algpE iso

F , GpF qq, we define an algebraic group Gb over F by

GbpRq :“ tg P GpR bF F q | Intpzeqpγpgqq “ g,@e P E
iso
F such that πpeq “ γu,

for any F -algebra R. Then Gb is an inner form of a standard Levi subgroup of G.
This Levi subgroup is given by the centralizer of the image of b :“ rzs under the
Newton map, which is mentioned next.

The Kottwitz set BpGq has two important invariants. In the non-Archimedean
and complex cases, these invariants completely determine the set BpGq.

The first invariant is the Kottwitz map

κG : BpGq Ñ X˚pZp pGqΓq – π1pGqΓ,

where p´qΓ (resp. p´qΓ) denotes the Γ-invariants (resp. Γ-coinvariants) ([Kot14,
§11]). When G is a torus, the Kottwitz map is bijective (see [Kot14, §13.2]).

The second invariant is the Newton map [Kot14, §10.7]

νG : BpGq Ñ AT ,

which takes image in CQ.
In the non-Archimedean case, this is constructed by noting that by definition of

an algebraic cocycle, the restriction of z P Z1
algpE iso

F , GpF qq to DF pF q is induced from

a homomorphism νz : DF Ñ G defined over F with Γ-invariant GpF q-conjugacy
class. Modifying z by a coboundary has the effect of conjugating z by an element of
GpF q, so we get that rzs ÞÑ rνzs P pHomF pDF , Gq{GpF qqΓ, which corresponds to a

unique element of CQ. In the Archimedean case, we have an analogous construction
with Gm taking the role of DF .
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We define BpGqbas Ă BpGq to be the preimage of AG under the Newton map
νG and recall that in the non-Archimedean case, κG induces a bijection BpGqbas –

X˚pZp pGqΓq [Kot14, Proposition 13.1.(1)].
In the real case, κG|BpGqbas is no longer injective or surjective so BpGqbas is

parametrized differently. Recall a fundamental torus of G is defined to be a maximal
torus of minimal split rank. Suppose S Ă G is a fundamental torus. Then BpSqG-bas

is defined to be the subset ofBpSq whose image underBpSq Ñ BpGq lies in BpGqbas.
The mapBpSqG-bas Ñ BpGqbas is surjective (see [Kot14, Lemma 13.2] and its proof)
and induces a bijection BpSqG-bas{WGpSqΓ – BpGqbas, where WGpSq denotes the
Weyl group of S in G.

Recall that for each standard Levi subgroup M , there is a map X˚pAM q Ñ
X˚pAxM q given by

X˚pAM q ãÑ X˚pZpMq˝q – X˚pxMabq “ X˚pxMq
res

ÝÝÑ X˚pAxM q,

which induces an isomorphism after taking the tensor product with R. We write
αM for the inverse of this isomorphism:

(2.1) αM : X˚pZpxMqΓqR
„

ÝÑ AM Ă AT ,

where we note that the restriction map induces an isomorphism X˚pZpxMqΓqR
„
ÝÑ

X˚pAxM qR. We remark that the restriction of the Newton map νG on BpGqbas is
given by the composition of κG and αG (see [Kot14, Proposition 11.5], cf. [Kot97,
§4.4]):

(2.2) BpGqbas X˚pZp pGqΓq X˚pZp pGqΓqR AGκG

νG

αG

(See also Remark 2.1.)
For any standard parabolic subgroup P with Levi decomposition P “ MN such

that M Ą T (i.e., M is a standard Levi subgroup), we put

A`
P :“ tµ P AM | xα, µy ą 0 for any root of T in Nu.

Then we have the decomposition

C “
ž

P

A`
P ,(2.3)

where the index is the set of standard parabolic subgroups of G. We define the
subset BpGqP of BpGq to be the preimage of A`

P under the Newton map. This
gives the decomposition

BpGq “
ž

P

BpGqP .(2.4)

Note that BpGqG “ BpGqbas. For a general standard parabolic P “ MN , BpGqP
has the following description. By noting that the image of the Newton map
νM |BpMqbas lies in AM , we define BpMq`

bas by

BpMq`
bas :“ tb P BpMqbas | νM pbq P A`

P u.

Then the canonical map BpMq Ñ BpGq induces a bijection BpMq`
bas

1:1
ÝÝÑ BpGqP

(see [Kot97, §5.1] for the non-Archimedean case). Indeed, given a b P BpGqP , we
choose a cocycle representative z whose restriction to Gm or DF is equal to νGpbq.
Then z will factor through the centralizer of νGpbq, which is M . Hence, it suffices
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to prove the injectivity. But if z1, z2 P BpMq`
bas are conjugate by some g P GpF q,

then we can assume their restrictions to Gm or DF are equal. Then g centralizes
this restriction so lies in M .

Remark 2.1. Let us give some comments on the difference between the convention
used in [Kot14] and ours (which is closer to the one in [Kot97]). Recall that DF is
defined to be limÐÝK{F

Gm, where the projective limit is taken over the directed set

of finite Galois extensions K{F and the transition map for L Ą K Ą F is given by
Gm Ñ Gm : z ÞÑ zrL:Ks. Thus the character group X˚pDF q is given by limÝÑK{F

Z,

where the transition map for L Ą K Ą F is given by Z Ñ Z : x ÞÑ rL : Ksx. The
point is that we have a natural injective map

X˚pDF q “ limÝÑ
K{F

Z – limÝÑ
K{F

1

rK : F s
Z ãÑ Q,(2.5)

where the middle isomorphism is given by Z Ñ 1
rK:F sZ : x ÞÑ x

rK:F s at each K{F

and the last map is the one induced from the inclusion 1
rK:F sZ ãÑ Q (note that the

transition maps of limÝÑK{F
1

rK:F sZ are natural inclusions).

(1) In [Kot14, §11.5], the target of the Kottwitz map is given by

ApF,Gq :“ lim
ÝÑ
K{F

X˚pZp pGqqGalpK{F q.

Here, the limit is taken over the directed set of finite Galois extensions

K{F such that the action of Γ on X˚pZp pGqq factors through GalpK{F q
and the transition maps are the isomorphisms induced from the identity

maps. Thus we naturally have ApF,Gq – X˚pZp pGqqΓ p– X˚pZp pGqΓqq.
(2) In [Kot14, §1.4.1], the target of the Newton map restricted to the basic part

is given by pX˚p pGabq bX˚pDF qqΓ. Let us write

ν1
G|BpGqbas : BpGqbas Ñ pX˚p pGabq bX˚pDF qqΓ

for this map in order to emphasize the difference of the conventions. Using
the above identification (2.5), we have

pX˚p pGabq bX˚pDF qqΓ ãÑ X˚p pGabqΓQ – X˚pZpGq˝qΓQ – X˚pAGqQ.

Then our Newton map νG|BpGqbas is nothing but the composition of ν1
G|BpGqbas

with the inclusion pX˚p pGabq bX˚pDF qqΓ ãÑ X˚pAGqQ.
(3) In [Kot14, Definition 11.3], a map

N : ApF,Gq Ñ pX˚pZp pGqq bX˚pDF qqΓ

is constructed by taking the inductive limit of the norm map

NK{F : X˚pZp pGqqGalpK{F q Ñ X˚pZp pGqqGalpK{F q

given by
ř

σPGalpK{F q σ at each finite level. Note that, if we compose the

mapN with the above identification (2.5) (and alsoApF,Gq – X˚pZp pGqqΓ),

the resulting mapX˚pZp pGqqΓ Ñ X˚pZp pGqqΓQ is given by 1
rK:F s

ř
σPGalpK{F q σ

at each finite level. Thus, by furthermore composing it with the quotient

map X˚pZp pGqqΓQ Ñ X˚pZp pGqqQ,Γ, we get the natural map X˚pZp pGqqΓ Ñ

X˚pZp pGqqQ,Γ.
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(4) In fact, [Kot14, Proposition 11.5] mentioned before asserts that N ˝ κG
is equal to i ˝ ν1

G|BpGqbas , where i denotes the natural map pX˚p pGabq b

X˚pDF qqΓ Ñ pX˚pZp pGqq b X˚pDF qqΓ. By putting all the above observa-
tions into together, we obtain the assertion as in (2.2) (after furthermore
changing the coefficients from Q to R).

The situation can be summarized as follows:

BpGqbas X˚pZp pGqqΓ

pX˚p pGabq bX˚pDF qqΓ pX˚pZp pGqq bX˚pDF qqΓ

X˚p pGabqΓQ X˚pZp pGqqΓQ

X˚pAGqQ X˚pZp pGqqQ,Γ

κG

ν1
G|BpGqbas

νG|BpGqbas

N

p´qbQ

i

–

α
´1

G

The top square commutes by [Kot14, Proposition 11.5]. It can be easily seen that
the middle and bottom squares also commute. Thus we get the commutativity of
the outer big square, as stated in (2.2).

2.2. Representation theory of disconnected reductive groups. We now briefly
recall the theory of algebraic representations of disconnected reductive groups as
in [AHR20]. For us, a disconnected reductive group is an algebraic group G whose
identity component G

˝ is reductive. For an L-parameter φ of G, the group Sφ is
disconnected reductive (see Lemma 2.5) and we need to understand the algebraic
representations of these groups. For this reason, we always assume in this section
our groups are defined over C and only consider C-valued representations.

Suppose G is disconnected reductive and fix a maximal torus T and Borel
subgroup B of G

˝ such that T Ă B Ă G
˝. We put WGpTq :“ NGpTq{T and

WGpT,Bq :“ NGpT,Bq{T, where NGpT,Bq :“ tn P G | npT,Bq “ pT,Bqu.

Lemma 2.2. (1) We have a canonical bijection π0pGq
–

ÝÑ WGpT,Bq.
(2) We have WGpTq “ WG˝ pTq ¸WGpT,Bq.

Proof. Let us first show (1). For g P π0pGq, we can choose a representative g P G.
Then the conjugation map Intpgq takes pT,Bq to some pair gpT,Bq. All pairs are
conjugate in G

˝ so we can find some g˝ P G
˝ such that Intpg˝q takes gpT,Bq to

pT,Bq. Then we let g act on T by Intpg˝gq where we have g˝g P NGpT,Bq. Any
two such g˝ differ by an element of T so this indeed gives a well-defined action.
Suppose that g1, g2 P G give the same element of WGpT,Bq. Then we have elements
g˝
1, g

˝
2 P G

˝ and t P T satisfying g˝
1g1 “ g˝

2g2t. This means that g1 and g2 are equal
in π0pGq. The surjectivity of the map is obvious.

We next show (2). Since G
˝ is normal in G, so is WG˝ pTq in WGpTq. We have

WG˝ pTq X WGpT,Bq “ WG˝ pT,Bq “ t1u. Thus it is enough only to show that any
element ofWGpTq can be written as a product of elements ofWG˝ pTq andWGpT,Bq.
Choose w P WGpTq. Then

w
pT,Bq “ pT,wBq and we can choose w0 P WG˝ pTq such

that w0
B “ w

B. Then w´1
0 w P WGpT,Bq, which concludes the proof. �
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For each dominant λ P X˚pTq`, we let Lpλq denote the irreducible algebraic
representation of G

˝ with highest weight λ. We define Aλ Ă π0pGq to be the
stabilizer of λ under the action just described. We let Gλ be the pre-image in G of
Aλ. For each a P Aλ, we fix a representative ιpaq of a in G

λ and an G
˝-equivariant

isomorphism

θa : Lpλq
–

ÝÑ ιpaq
Lpλq,

such that ιp1q “ 1 and θ1 “ id. Then the data tθauaPAλ defines a 2-cocycle
αp´,´q : Aλ ˆ Aλ Ñ Cˆ (see [AHR20, §2.4] for the details). We define a twisted
group algebra Aλ to be the C-vector space CrAλs spanned by symbols tρa | a P Aλu
with multiplication given by ρa ¨ ρb “ αpa, bqρab for a, b P Aλ.

For each simple Aλ-module E, we have an irreducible representation Lpλ,Eq of

G given by IndG

GλpE b Lpλqq. Here, the G
λ-module structure on E b Lpλq is given

by

pιpaqgq ¨ pub vq “ pρauq b pθ´1
a pgvqq

for a P Aλ and g P G
˝.

An a P π0pGq induces an isomorphism Lpλ,Eq – Lpaλ, aEq, for a certain simple
A

aλ-module aE, and we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3 ([AHR20, Theorem 2.16]). There is a bijection

tpλ,Equ{π0pGq Ø IrrpGq,

given by pλ,Eq ÞÑ Lpλ,Eq, where tpλ,Equ denotes the set of pairs of λ P X˚pTq`

and an isomorphism class of simple Aλ-modules E and IrrpGq denotes the set of
isomorphism classes of irreducible algebraic representations of G.

Lemma 2.4. The set tpλ,Equ{π0pGq can be identified with the set

ž

λPX˚pTq`{WGpT,Bq

tE: simple A
λ-moduleu{–,

where the index set is over a(ny) complete set of representatives of X˚pTq`{WGpT,Bq
and each summand is the set of isomorphism classes of simple Aλ-modules.

Proof. We first note that if two dominant characters λ1 and λ2 satisfy λ2 “ w ¨ λ1
for w P WG˝ pTq, then we must have λ1 “ λ2 (see, e.g., [Hum78, Lemma 10.3.B]).
Thus, by Lemma 2.2, we have X˚pTq`{π0pGq “ X˚pTq`{WGpT,Bq. By fixing a
complete set of representatives of X˚pTq`{WGpT,Bq, we get a surjective map

ž

λPX˚pTq`{WGpT,Bq

tE: simple A
λ-moduleu{– ։ tpλ,Equ{π0pGq : E ÞÑ pλ,Eq.

Let us consider the fibers of this map. For any simple Aλ1 -module E1 and sim-
ple Aλ2 -module E2, pλ1, E1q and pλ2, E2q are equivalent under the π0pGq-action
if and only if λ2 “ λ1 (as λ1 and λ2 are representatives of X˚pTq`{π0pGq “
X˚pTq`{WGpT,Bq) and E2 – wE1 for some w P π0pGq stabilizing λ1. Since
Stabπ0pGqpλq “ Aλ by definition, we have wE1 – E1. In other words, the above
map is in fact bijective. �
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2.3. S-groups of L-parameters as disconnected reductive groups. Let φ : LF Ñ
LG be an L-parameter of G, where LF “ WF ˆ SL2 in the non-Archimedean case
and WF in the Archimedean case. Let LM be a smallest Levi subgroup of LG such
that φ factors through the L-embedding LM ãÑ LG. Up to replacing φ with a
conjugate, we can and do assume that LM is a standard Levi subgroup. Let M be
an F -rational standard Levi subgroup of G which corresponds to LM . Then, φ is
discrete as an L-parameter of M . For each F -rational standard Levi subgroup L
containing M , we define Sφ,L :“ ZpLpimφq.

Lemma 2.5. (1) The group S˝
φ is a connected reductive group.

(2) We have S˝
φ,M “ AxM and this is a maximal torus of S˝

φ.

(3) For any F -rational standard Levi subgroup L containing M , the group S˝
φ,L

is a Levi subgroup of S˝
φ and satisfies S˝

φ,L “ Sφ,L X S˝
φ.

Sφ,M Sφ,L Sφ

S˝
φ,M “ AxM S˝

φ,L S˝
φ

Proof. See [Kot84, 10.1.1, Lemma] (and also a comment in [Kot84, §12, p.648]) for
the assertion (1).

The equality S˝
φ,M “ AxM follows from the fact that φ is discrete as an L-

parameter of M (see [Kot84, 10.3.1, Lemma]). We note that pL “ Z pGpApLq (see
[KMSW14, §0.4.1]). We have

S˝
φ,L “ ppLX S˝

φq˝ “
`
Z pGpApLq X S˝

φ

˘˝
“ ZS˝

φ
pApLq˝.

As S˝
φ is a connected reductive group, the centralizer ZS˝

φ
pApLq of a torus ApL is

a Levi subgroup of S˝
φ (in particular, connected). This also shows that AxM is a

maximal torus of S˝
φ.

Let us finally verify the equality S˝
φ,L “ Sφ,LXS˝

φ. The inclusion S
˝
φ,L Ă Sφ,LXS˝

φ

is obvious, so it suffices to check the converse inclusion S˝
φ,L Ą Sφ,L X S˝

φ. For this,
it is enough to show that Sφ,L X S˝

φ is connected. We have

Sφ,L X S˝
φ “ ppLX Sφq X S˝

φ “ Z pGpApLq X S˝
φ “ ZS˝

φ
pApLq.

Thus Sφ,L X S˝
φ is connected as shown above. �

Note that Lemma 2.5 implies that for the fixed L-parameter φ, the Levi sub-
groupM is determined canonically up to conjugation. Indeed, suppose that LM 1 is
another smallest Levi subgroup of LG such that φ factors through LM 1. Let us as-
sume that gpLMq and g1

pLM 1q are standard. Then, by the above lemma, Ag xM and

Ag1 yM 1 are maximal tori of S˝
gφ and S˝

g1
φ
, respectively. Noting that gg1´1

S˝
g1
φ

“ S˝
gφ,

both Ag xM and gg1´1

Ag1 yM 1 “ Ag yM 1 are maximal tori of S˝
gφ, hence conjugate by S

˝
gφ.

This implies that AxM and AyM 1 are conjugate by S˝
φ. By using LM “ ZLGpAxM q

and LM 1 “ ZLGpAyM 1 q ([KMSW14, §4.0.1]), we also see that LM and LM 1 are
conjugate by S˝

φ. Thus, M and M 1 are conjugate in G.
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2.4. Weyl group constructions. Let φ and M be as in the previous section.
Suppose that λ P X˚pAxM q is given. Then we have αM pλq P AM Ă AT where αM is

the map of (2.1). We take an element w P W rel such that w ¨αM pλq P C Ă AT . Let
us write M 1 :“ wM and λ1 :“ wλ. Thus we have w ¨ αM pλq “ αM 1 pλ1q. According
to the decomposition (2.3), there exists a unique standard parabolic subgroup Qλ

of G satisfying αM 1 pλ1q P A`
Qλ

. We let Lλ be the F -rational standard Levi subgroup

of G associated to Qλ (hence we have T Ă M 1 Ă Lλ Ă G). Equivalently, Lλ is the
centralizer of an element of X˚pAT q given by some suitable scaling of αM 1 pλ1q. We
simply write Q and L for Qλ and Lλ in the following, respectively. We note that
the map α´1

T ˝ αM 1 : X˚pAyM 1 qR ãÑ X˚pA pT qR gives a section to the restriction map
X˚pA pT qR ։ X˚pAyM 1 qR.

AM 1 X˚pAyM 1 qR

AT X˚pA pT qR

αM1

α
´1
T

res

By furthermore noting that the isomorphism αT is equivariant with respect to the

action of W rel – xW rel, we get the following.

Lemma 2.6. We have StabW relpαM 1 pλ1qq “ W rel
L and StabxW relpα

´1
T ˝ αM 1 pλ1qq “

xW rel
L .

In the following, by choosing a representative 9w P N pGpA pT q of w P W rel – xW rel

and replacing φ with 9wφ, let us write M and λ for M 1 and λ1, respectively.
We fix a Borel subgroup Bφ Ă S˝

φ containing AxM . We put

‚ Wφ :“ WSφ
pAxM q :“ NSφ

pAxM q{AxM ,
‚ W ˝

φ :“ WS˝
φ

pAxM q :“ NS˝
φ

pAxM q{AxM ,

‚ Rφ :“ WSφ
pAxM , Bφq :“ NSφ

pAxM , Bφq{AxM .

Then, by Lemma 2.2, we have an identification π0pSφq – Rφ and the semi-direct
product decomposition Wφ “ W ˝

φ ¸Rφ. Note that we have a natural map

Wφ “ NSφ
pAxM q{AxM Ñ N pGpAxM q{ xM “ W pGpAxM q.(2.6)

Lemma 2.7. We have a natural injective map W pGpAxM q ãÑ xW rel. Moreover, via
this injection, the restriction map X˚pA pT qR ։ X˚pAxM qR is equivariant with respect

the actions of W pGpAxM q on X˚pAxM qR and xW rel on X˚pA pT qR.

Proof. The construction of the injective map can be found in [KMSW14, §0.4.3
and §0.4.7]. For the sake of completeness, we explain it. We note that W pGpA pT q “

W pGp pT qΓ (see [KMSW14, §0.4.3]) and that the same fact holds replacing pT with

an F -rational standard Levi subgroup of pG. We will first prove that we have an

injective map W pGpAxM q ãÑ W pGp pT q, and then show that this map is Γ-equivariant,
which will finish the proof of the first assertion.

Set pBxM :“ pBX xM . Then p pT , pBxM q is a Borel pair of xM . Let n P N pGpAxM q, hence

we have nAxM “ AxM . As AxM Ă n pT , we get xM Ą n pT by taking centralizers in pG.
Since n pB is a Borel subgroup of pG containing n pT , it follows that n pB X xM “ n pBxM
is a Borel subgroup of xM containing n pT . Thus np pT , pBxM q is also a Borel pair of xM .

Hence there exists an element m of xM (unique up to right pT -multiplication) such
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that mp pT , pBxM q “ np pT , pBxM q, which implies that m´1n P N pGp pT q. In other words, we

have obtained a well-defined map N pGpAxM q{ xM Ñ N pGp pT q{ pT (given by n ÞÑ m´1n).
Let us suppose that two elements n1, n2 P N pGpAxM q map to the same element of

N pGp pT q{ pT . By the definition of the map, this means that there exist m1,m2 P xM
such that m´1

1 n1 “ m´1
2 n2t with some t P pT , or equivalently, m´1

1 n1 “ t1m´1
2 n2

with some t1 P pT . In particular, we have n2n
´1
1 “ m2t

1´1m´1
1 P xM . Thus n1 and

n2 are equal in N pGpAxM q{ xM .

We now prove Γ-equivariance. Fix γ P Γ and consider γpm´1nq P N pGp pT q. It

suffices to show that
γpm´1nq pB “

m´1n pB. In fact, since m´1n preserves pBxM , we

need only show that γpm´1nqU pP “ m´1nU pP , where U pP denotes the unipotent radical

of the stabdard parabolic pP with Levi component xM . But since m´1n gives a γ-

invariant element ofW pGpxMq, we have γpm´1nq “ m´1nm1 for some m1 P xM . Then

the result follows from the fact that xM normalizes U pP .
By this construction, the second assertion for the restriction map is obvious. �

We also need the following.

Lemma 2.8. The map α´1
T ˝ αM : X˚pAxM qR ãÑ X˚pA pT qR is equivariant with

respect the action of W pGpAxM q ãÑ xW rel.

Proof. Similarly to the previous lemma, it can be also checked that we have a
natural inclusion WGpAM q ãÑ W rel and that the inclusion map AM ãÑ AT is
equivariant with respect to the action of WGpAM q ãÑ W rel. Then the statement
follows by checking that αT (resp. αM ) is equivariant with respect to the actions of

W rel – xW rel (resp.WGpAM q – W pGpAxM q) and that the inclusionsWGpAM q ãÑ W rel

and W pGpAxM q ãÑ xW rel are consistent under the identifications W rel – xW rel and
WGpAM q – W pGpAxM q. �

Following the notation of §2.2, we denote the stabilizer of λ in π0pSφq by Aλ.
Here, recall that π0pSφq acts on X˚pAyM 1 q through the identification π0pSφq – Rφ.

We denote the stabilizer of λ in π0pSφ,Lq by Aλ
L. We define the groupsWφ,L, W

˝
φ,L,

and Rφ,L in the same way as Wφ, W
˝
φ , and Rφ, respectively. Note that π0pSφ,Lq

can be regarded as a subgroup of π0pSφq by Lemma 2.5 (3).

Proposition 2.9. We have π0pSφ,Lq “ Aλ
L and the natural map Aλ

L Ñ Aλ is
surjective, hence bijective.

π0pSφ,Lq π0pSφq

Aλ
L Aλ“

Proof. Our task is to show that, for any g P π0pSφq, g stabilizes λ if and only if
s P π0pSφ,Lq. By letting w P Rφ be the image of g P π0pSφq under the identification
π0pSφq – Rφ, it suffices to check that w stabilizes λ if and only if w P Rφ,L. For
this, it is enough to check that the image of w in W pGpAxM q under the map (2.6)
(say w) stabilizes λ if and only if w lies in WpLpAxM q. We note that, by construction,
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the maps of Lemma 2.7 for G and L are compatible.

π0pSφq Rφ W pGpAxM q xW rel

π0pSφ,Lq Rφ,L WpLpAxM q xW rel
L

„

„

If we let w̃ be the image of w P W pGpAxM q in xW rel, then w stabilizes λ if and only

if w̃ stabilizes α´1
T ˝ αM pλq by Lemma 2.8. By Lemma 2.6, this is equivalent to

w̃ P xW rel
L . This completes the proof. �

3. Review of the BpGqbas form of the conjectural correspondence.

In this section we review the conjectural local Langlands correspondence parametrized
in terms of BpGqbas following [Kal16a, §2.5]. Recall that we fixed an F -splitting
pT,B, tXαuq of G. Fix also a nontrivial additive character ψ : F Ñ Cˆ. This
defines a Whittaker datum for G which we denote by w. For an L-parameter φ of

G, we let Sφ “ Z pGpimφq and define S6
φ to equal Sφ{p pGder X Sφq˝.

The local Langlands correspondence with BpGqbas-parametrization is as follows:

Conjecture 3.1. For each b P BpGqbas, there exists a finite-to-one map

LLCGb
: ΠpGbq Ñ ΦpGq,

or, equivalently, a partition

ΠpGbq “
ž

φPΦpGq

ΠφpGbq,

where ΠφpGbq denotes the finite set LLC´1
Gb

pφq (“L-packet”). Furthermore, for each
φ P ΦpGq, the union of ΠφpGbq over b P BpGqbas is equipped with a bijective map

ιw to IrrpS6
φq such that the following diagram commutes:

(3.1)

š
bPBpGqbas

ΠφpGbq IrrpS6
φq

BpGqbas X˚pZp pGqΓq,

ιw

κG

where the left vertical map is the obvious projection and the right vertical map takes
central character.

In the following, we refer to Conjecture 3.1 as “BpGqbas-LLC”.

Remark 3.2. We note that in [Kal16a], Conjecture 3.1 was stated for tempered L-
parameters and that the proof of [BMHN22, Theorem 2.5] shows that if Conjecture
3.1 holds for all tempered L-parameters of each Levi subgroup of G, then it holds
for all L-parameters of G.
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3.1. The enhanced Archimedean basic correspondence. In the Archimedean
case, the Kottwitz map κG is not injective. Thus, when π belongs to ΠφpGbq for

b P BpGqbas, Conjecture 3.1 does not allow us to recover b from the Zp pGqΓ-central
character of ιwpπq. We explain how to remedy this. Recall that when F is an
Archimedean local field, we have WF “ E iso

F .
We first consider the simplest case when F “ C. Then the Newton map gives a

bijection νG : BpGq
„

ÝÑ X˚pT q`. An L-parameter is determined by two elements

µ, ν P X˚p pT qC such that µ ´ ν P X˚p pT q via the formula φpzq “ zµzν . This implies

the centralizer group, Sφ, is a Levi subgroup of pG ([Vog93, Corollary 5.5]) and

hence is connected. In particular, S6
φ – pGab. The classical Langlands correspon-

dence for C (see [Vog93, Theorem 5.3]) gives a bijection between ΠpGq and ΦpGq.
Since BpGqbas is identified via νG with X˚pAGq, which is canonically isomorphic to

X˚p pGabq “ IrrpS6
φq, we have the following commutative diagram:

(3.2)

š
bPBpGqbas

ΠφpGbq IrrpS6
φq

BpGqbas X˚p pGabq,

where every map is a bijection.
Now let F “ R. Let φ : WF Ñ LG be an L-parameter. LetM be a minimal Levi

subgroup through which φ factors. By possibly replacing φ with a conjugate, we can
assume M is a standard Levi subgroup. Then φpWF q normalizes a maximal torus

of xM (see [Lan89, pg. 126]), which we can assume is pT , again possibly replacing φ

by a conjugate. We have an element µ P X˚p pT qC with µ ´ φpjqpµq P X˚p pT q such

that φpzq “ zµzφpjqpµq ¸ z for z P Cˆ, where j P WR projects to the nontrivial
element of Γ and satisfies j2 “ ´1. The group AxM is a maximal torus of S˝

φ (see

§2.3) and we fix also a Borel subgroup Bφ of S˝
φ containing AxM .

We explain first the discrete case where G “ M (our exposition parallels that of

[Kal16b, §5.6]). Then we have Z pGpφpCˆqq “ pT (see [Lan89, Lemma 3.3]) and note

that φ induces an action of Γ on pT , which will in general be distinct to the given

action of Γ. This data specifies an R-rational torus S whose dual is pT with the Γ-
action coming from φ. Our fixed Borel pair induces pT,Bq gives us an embedding
S Ñ T Ă G defined over C whose GpCq-conjugacy class is Γ-stable. Since G is
quasisplit, there exists an embedding i : S Ñ G defined over R in this conjugacy
class.

Now fix an inner twist ϕ : G Ñ G1. Since ipSq is a fundamental torus, ϕ ˝ i
has a GpCq-conjugate defined over R and we call such an embedding admissible.
Shelstad proves that the L-packet ΠφpG1q is in bijection with the set of G1pRq-
conjugacy classes of admissible embeddings S Ñ G1.

Using Shelstad’s bijection, we now show how to construct ιw in 3.1. Fix b P
BpGqbas and choose a cocycle z representing b and let pGb, ϕ, zq be an extended
pure inner twist. In particular, this means ϕ : G Ñ Gb and ϕ´1 ˝ γpϕq “ Intpzeq
for each e P E iso

F projecting to γ P Γ. There exists a unique w-generic element
πw of the packet ΠφpGq which corresponds to an embedding iw : S Ñ G. Then
choose any π P ΠφpGbq and take its corresponding embedding iπ : S Ñ Gb. Then
take g P GpCq such that iπ “ ϕ ˝ Intpgq ˝ iw and let invrzspπw, πq P BpSqG-bas
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be the cohomology class corresponding to the cocycle e ÞÑ i´1
w

pg´1zeepgqq. Then

observe BpSq “ X˚p pSΓφq “ X˚p pT Γφq (where the φ-subscript reminds us that the
invariants are with respect to the Γ-action induced by φ). Since φ is discrete, we

have Sφ “ S
6
φ “ pT Γφ . So this gives an element of IrrpS6

φq that recovers b P BpGqbas
via the map BpSqG´bas Ñ BpGqbas. Conversely, given an element of BpSq whose
image under iw equals b P BpGqbas, we get an admissible embedding S Ñ Gb (proof
analogous to [BM21b, Lemma 3.5]). Finally, we claim that BpSqG-bas is in bijection

with IrrpS6
φq which follows from the fact that BpSqG-bas “ BpSq (since iwpSq Ă G

is an elliptic torus because φ is discrete).
We now explain how to handle the tempered case as in [She82], following the

notation of [Kal16b, §5.6].

Remark 3.3. One could construct S by taking ZxM pφpCˆqq in analogy with the dis-
crete case. However, this construction will in general give the “wrong” Γ-action

on pS. A simple example of this is the parameter φ : WR Ñ LSL2 where the

composition of φ with the projection LSL2 Ñ ySL2 has kernel equal to Cˆ and

φpjq “

ˆ
1 0
0 ´1

˙
¸ j where j P WR projects to the nontrivial element of Γ and sat-

isfies j2 “ ´1. Then the “naive” construction of S yields Gm, but the construction
we are about to describe produces Up1q.

In the tempered case, Shelstad ([She82, §5.3-§5.4]) defines a Levi subgroupM1 Ą

M , an element s P pG and a parameter φ1 “ Intpsq ˝ φ that is therefore equivalent

in LG to φ and such that φ1 is a limit of discrete series parameter for M1. We

have φ1pWRq normalizes pT and φ1pCˆq Ă pT . Hence φ1 induces an action of Γ on
pT which gives a torus S which is elliptic in M1.

Using this, Shelstad proves that for each group G1 that is an inner form of G,
there is an L-packet ΠφpG1q that is in bijection with the admissible embeddings
i : S Ñ G1 such that ip∆φq consists entirely of non-compact imaginary roots, where

∆φ “ tα P X˚pSq – X˚p pT q | α_ P Rp pT , pGq, xµ, α_y “ 0,
ÿ

rPRφ

r ¨ α_ “ 0u,

(Rp pT , pGq denotes the set of roots of pT in pG). We recall that the group Rφ acts on

X˚p pT q through the map Rφ Ñ W pGpAxM q ãÑ xW rel (see §2.4).
We give a few details on this construction. Fix an inner twist ϕ : G Ñ G1

as before and assume that M transfers to some standard Levi M 1 of G1 (if it
does not, the L-packet will be trivial), and potentially change ϕ by conjugation
so that it restricts to an inner twist ϕ : M Ñ M 1. Then the Γ-cocycle given by
σ ÞÑ ϕ´1 ˝ σpϕq takes values in MadpCq and hence it follows that if we define
M 1

1 “ ϕpM1q, then ϕ : M1 Ñ M 1
1 is also an inner twist. Then for each admissible

embedding i : S Ñ M 1
1, we obtain a distribution onM 1

1 by taking a limit at µ of the
character formula for an essentially discrete series representation. Next, we take
the parabolic induction to G1 and this is either 0 or an irreducible character. The
L-packet ΠφpG1q corresponds to the set of these characters which are in bijection
with certain M 1

1pRq-conjugacy classes of admissible embeddings i : S Ñ M 1
1. We

claim the set of all M 1
1pRq-conjugacy classes of admissible embeddings is the same

as the set of all G1pRq-conjugacy classes of admissible embeddings. Indeed the
former (resp. latter) set is in bijection with kerpH1pR, Sq Ñ H1pR,M 1

1qq (resp.
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kerpH1pR, Sq Ñ H1pR, G1qq) and it is a standard fact that H1pR,M 1
1q ãÑ H1pR, G1q

(see, [Čes22, §1.3.5] for instance). Thus, we have a bijection between ΠφpG1q and
G1pRq-conjugacy classes of admissible embeddings i : S Ñ G1 such that ip∆φq
consists of non-compact roots.

We need to characterize the set of embeddings i satisfying this non-compactness
condition. There is a unique w-generic constituent IGP1

pπM1,wq of ΠφpGq. We let
iw : S Ñ G denote the corresponding embedding. Now let b P BpGqbas and choose
an extended pure inner twist pGb, ϕ, zq, where z is an algebraic cocycle representing
b. Now, iw : S Ñ G is known to satisfy that iwp∆φq consists of non-compact roots.
The condition we need on some embedding iπ : S Ñ Gb is that the image of

invrzspπw, πq P BpSq in H1pR, Sadq – π0pySad

Γφ1 q_ pairs to an even integer with
each α_ such that α P ∆φ. Indeed, note that in the notation of loc. cit, a root
α is non-compact relative to the embedding S Ñ G if and only if fpG,Sqpαq “ 1.
Then by [Kal15, Proposition 4.3.(1)] and using ιw as our base-point, we need only
determine when καpηt,αq “ 1. By [Kal15, Proposition 4.3.(2)], this is equivalent
to our claimed expression (recalling that Γ “ Γ˘α since the roots in question are
symmetric).

Note that BpSqG-bas is those elements of BpSq whose image under the Newton

map ν1
S in the sense of [Kot14] belongs to pX˚p pGabq b X˚pDF qqΓ (see [Kot14,

Definition 10.2] and also the discussion in Remark 2.1). Thus, by the diagram (2.2)
and Remark 2.1, we have a diagram

(3.3)

BpSqG-bas BpSq X˚p pSΓφ1 q

pX˚p pGabq bX˚pDF qqΓ pX˚p pSq bX˚pDF qqΓ

ν1
S

κS

ν1
S N

In particular, the set BpSqG-bas corresponds to the subgroup of X˚p pSΓφ1 q which

is the pre-image under N of pX˚p pGabq b X˚pDF qqΓ. By the anti-equivalence of
categories between multiplicative groups and finitely generated abelian groups, we

get a subgroup pSG-bas Ă pSΓφ1 such that the elements of BpSqG-bas correspond via

κS to the subset X˚p pSΓφ1 { pSG-basq of elements of X˚p pSΓφ1 q that vanish on pSG-bas.

Now for each α P ∆φ, we get an element α_p´1q P pS. The nontrivial element

σ P ΓR is known to satisfy φ1pσqpαq “ ´α and so we have α_p´1q P pSΓφ1 . Let
Ωp∆φq be the group generated by the reflections wα for α P ∆φ. Then we define

a map Ωp∆φq ˆ pSG-bas Ñ pSΓφ1 where the map on the first factor is given by
wα ÞÑ α_p´1q and the map on the second factor is the natural inclusion. Then it
is clear that an embedding iπ : S Ñ Gb satisfies that iπp∆φq are non-compact if

and only if invrzspπw, πq P BpSq – X˚p pSΓφ1 q vanishes on impΩp∆φq ˆ pSG-basq.

Lemma 3.4. We have an exact sequence

Ωp∆φq ˆ pSG-bas
r

ÝÑ pT Γφ1
p

ÝÑ S
6
φ Ñ 1.

Proof. We first construct the map p : pT Γφ1 Ñ S
6
φ and prove it is surjective. Recall

[She82, Proposition 5.4.3], that φ1pCˆq Ă pT and that φ1pWRq normalizes pT . Hence,
Sφ1

X pT “ pT Γφ1 . Shelstad proves ([She82, Theorem 5.4.4]) that we have a surjection
pT Γφ1 ։ π0pSφ1

q. We also claim the natural map pT Γφ1 X S˝
φ1

Ñ S˝
φ1

{p pGder X Sφ1
q˝
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is surjective. Indeed, it suffices to show that Zp pGqΓ XS˝
φ1

։ S˝
φ1

{p pGder XSφ1
q˝ and

this follows from the fact ([KMSW14, Lemma 0.4.13]) that Zp pGqΓ surjects onto

S˝
φ1
Zp pGqΓ{p pGder X Sφ1

q˝. Now that the claim is proven, we can combine the two

surjections to get a surjection pT Γφ1 Ñ S
6
φ1
. Finally, we post-compose with Intps´1q

to get the desired map p.

Since pSΓφ1 “ pT Γφ1 , the map r is as constructed immediately before the statement
of the lemma. It remains to prove exactness in the middle. We first show that p ˝ r

is trivial. To do so, we let χ P X˚pS6
φq and show the pullback to pT Γφ1 vanishes on

imprq. By conjugating by s, we get χ1 P X˚pS6
φ1

q. Then χ1 by definition vanishes

on p pGder X Sφ1
q˝ and hence p pGder X pT Γφ1 q˝. Let pTder denote the torus given by

p pT X pGderq
˝. Then we have that χ1 vanishes on pT Γφ1,˝

der . We now have the following
commutative diagram
(3.4)

X˚p pT Γφ1 q X˚p pT Γφ1

der q X˚p pT Γφ1
,˝

der q

pX˚p pT q bX˚pDF qqΓφ1 pX˚p pTderq bX˚pDF qqΓφ1 .

res

N

res

N

res

We claim that the image of χ1 in pX˚p pTderq b X˚pDF qqΓφ1 is trivial. Indeed the

restriction of χ1 to pT Γφ1

der is a character of π0p pT Γφ1

der q, and by the classification of tori
over R, the elements in the component group all have order 2 and hence are killed

by the norm map. Finally, we observe that pT { pTder – pG{ pGder “ pGab. Hence it

follows that Npχ1q lies in pX˚p pGabq bX˚pDF qqΓ, which implies that χ1 vanishes on
pSG-bas. Now we show that χ1 vanishes on the image of Ωp∆φq. But the image of

this map also lies in pT Γφ1

der , so we are done.

Finally, we need to show that if χ P X˚p pT Γφ1 q vanishes on imprq, then it factors

through p. Now, we have a surjection pT Γφ1 Ñ S
6
φ1

so it suffices to show that χ

vanishes on p pGder X Sφ1
q˝ X pT Γφ1 “ p pGder X pT Γφ1 q˝ “ pT Γφ1

,˝

der . We are assuming χ

vanishes on pSG-bas and so by the previous paragraph, Npχq vanishes on pTder. Now,
since all tori over R are a product of Gm, Up1q,ResC{RGm, we have that the center

vertical norm map is injective when restricted to pT Γφ1
,˝

der . Hence χ must vanish on
pT Γφ1

,˝

der as desired.
�

We defineWGpSqΓ by fixing an embedding i : S Ñ G defined over R and defining
WGpSqΓ :“ WGpipSqqΓ. We note that this definition is independent of i since any
two such embeddings are conjugate by some g P GpCq which can be taken to
be in NGpipSqq and whose Γ-invariance in WGpSq, comes from both embeddings
being defined over R. As a consequence of Lemma 3.4, we have constructed for all
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tempered parameters φ a commutative diagram

(3.5)

š
bPBpGqbas

ΠφpGbq IrrpS6
φq

BpGqbas BpSqG-bas{WGpSqΓ,

ιw

where ιw is bijective. More precisely, for any ρ P IrrpS6
φq, the pull back of ρ along

the map p is trivial on imprq by Lemma 3.4. In particular, it gives rise to an

element of X˚p pSΓφ1 { pSG-basq. By noting that we have a bijetion κS : BpSqG-bas Ñ

X˚p pSΓφ1 { pSG-basq, we get an element b of BpSqG-bas. This association ρ ÞÑ b is
the right vertical map. Moreover, the GbpRq-rational conjugacy class of admissible
embeddings i : S Ñ Gb corresponding to the element b P BpSqG-bas satisfying the
condition that ip∆φq are non-compact by the triviality of p˚ρ on rpΩp∆φqq. Hence i
corresponds to an element π of ΠφpGbq. This association ρ ÞÑ π is the top horizontal
map.

We now extend this construction to the non-tempered case. This is done via
the Langlands classification and Langlands classification for L-parameters as in
[SZ18, Appendix A]. Fix G1 a connected reductive group over R, a minimal R-
parabolic P0 Ă G1 with Levi subgroup M0 and maximal R-split torus A0. Let
a˚
M0

“ X˚pM0qΓR. On the one hand we have a bijection

Theorem 3.5 (Langlands Classification).

tpP, σ, νqu Ø ΠpG1q,

where pP, σ, νq is a triple where P Ą P0 is a standard parabolic subgroup with Levi

M and unipotent radical N , where σ P ΠpMq is tempered, and ν P a˚
M

res
ãÝÑ a˚

M0

pairs positively with any root of A0 in N .

On the L-parameter side, we have

Theorem 3.6 ([SZ18, A.2]).

tpP, tφ, νqu Ø ΦpG1q,

where pP, tφ, νq is a triple where P Ą P0 is a standard parabolic subgroup with
Levi M and unipotent radical N , where tφ is a tempered L-parameter of M up to

equivalence, and ν P a˚
M

res
ãÝÑ a˚

M0
pairs positively with any root of A0 in N .

With these theorems, we define ιw as follows. Choose b P BpGqbas and choose an
extended pure inner twist pGb, ϕ, zq such that rzs “ b. Let φ P ΦpGbq and suppose
φ corresponds to pPb,

tφ, νq by Theorem 3.6. We have that Pb “ MbNb Ă Gb where
Mb Ă Gb is a Levi subgroup corresponding to a Levi M Ă G. Then by [BMHN22,
Lemma 2.4] (this Lemma is proven for F “ Qp in loc. cit. but the proof works
also for F “ R), there is a unique equivalence class of extended pure inner twists
pMb, ϕM , zM q with class bM P BpMq whose class in BpGq is b. We define ΠφpGbq
to consist of all elements of ΠpGbq with corresponding triple pP, σ, νq such that
σ P ΠtφpMbq.

Following [SZ18, §7] we have Sφ,G “ Sφ,M “ Stφ,M so we define ιw on G by

declaring that for π P ΠpGbq corresponding to pPb, σ, νq, we have ιwpπq :“ ιwM
pσq

where we are temporarily thinking of both sides of this equality as representations
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of Sφ,G “ Stφ,M . Then the proof of [BMHN22, Theorem 2.5] shows that ιwpπq

factors to give a representation of S6
φ.

If we pullback ιwpπq to pSΓφ1 via p, then we get an element bS P BpSqM-bas whose
image in BpMq is bM . Hence, the image in BpGq is b and therefore bS P BpSqG-bas

and gives a class in BpSqG-bas{WGpSqΓ which recovers b. To prove ιw is a bijection,
we construct an inverse. Note that given a representation ρ P IrrpSφq whose pullback
to Sφ1

yields bS P BpSqG-bas mapping to b P BpGq, such a representation factors

to give a representation of S6
tφ,M

and by the uniqueness result ([BMHN22, Lemma

2.4]) we must have that bS maps to bM P BpMqbas.
In particular, we have proven the following theorem.

Theorem 3.7. We have the following commutative diagram

(3.6)

š
bPBpGqbas

ΠφpGbq IrrpS6
φq

BpGqbas BpSqG-bas{WGpSqΓ,

ιw

where ιw is bijective.

The bottom map is explained in §2.1. The right vertical map comes from pullback
along the map p of Lemma 3.4 and uses the constructions in that lemma to show
that we indeed get an element of BpSqG-bas. This element of BpSq depends on the
choice of iπ in its GpRq-conjugacy class. This ambiguity corresponds to modifying
our element of BpSq by an element of NGpRqpiπpSqq and this ambiguity is removed

when we take a quotient by WGpSqΓ.

3.2. Statement of main theorem. We now return to considering a general local
field F . Our aim in this paper is, by assuming the BpGqbas-LLC (Conjecture 3.1)
and its refinement in the Archimedean case, to establish its “BpGq-version” in a
reasonable way:

Theorem 3.8. We assume Conjecture 3.1 for G and any Levi subgroup of G. For
each b P BpGq, there exists a finite-to-one map

LLCGb
: ΠpGbq Ñ ΦpGq.

Furthermore, for each φ P ΦpGq, the union of ΠφpGbq :“ LLC´1
Gb

pφq over b P BpGq
is equipped with a bijection ιw to IrrpSφq such that the following diagram commutes:

(3.7)

š
bPBpGq

ΠφpGbq IrrpSφq

BpGq X˚pZp pGqΓq,

ιw

κG

where the left vertical map is the obvious projection and the right vertical map takes
central character. In particular, we note that since ιw is bijective, one can recover
b P BpGq from ιwpπq P IrrpSφq for π P ΠφpGbq.
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4. The construction

In this section, F is an arbitrary local field. Recall that we fixed an F -splitting
pT,B, tXαuq of G, which gives rise to a Whittaker datum w of G. For each standard
Levi subgroup L Ă G, the Whittaker datum w restricts to give a Whittaker datum
wL of L.

Let rφs P ΦpGq, i.e., rφs is a pG-conjugacy class of L-parameters of G. (In this

section, we use the symbol rφs in order to emphasize that it is a pG-conjugacy class.)
We fix a representative φ of rφs. The group Sφ is a possibly disconnected reductive
group. The aim of this section is to associate to each ρ P IrrpSφq an element
b P BpGq and a representation πb P ΠpGbq. We let LM be a minimal Levi subgroup
through which φ factors and as in §2.4, we replace φ with a conjugate such that
we can assume LM is a standard Levi. Let M be the standard Levi subgroup of
G correspondig to LM . We fix a Borel subgroup Bφ of S˝

φ containing the maximal
torus AxM .

4.1. The map. Let ρ P IrrpSφq.
By Theorem 2.3 there exists a weight λ P X˚pAxM q` (dominant relative to Bφ)

and a simple Aλ-module E such that ρ – Lpλ,Eq with the notations as in §2.2. We
associate w, Q “ Qλ, and L “ Lλ to λ according to the construction given in §2.4.

Let us write M 1 :“ wM . Choose a representative 9w P N pGpA pT q of w P W rel – xW rel

and consider the conjugate L-parameter φ1 :“ Intp 9wq ˝ φ of φ. By construction,

φ1 factors through LM 1 and hence LL. Conjugation by 9w induces an isomorphism
Intp 9wq : Sφ – Sφ1 and hence we get a corresponding representation ρ1 P IrrpSφ1 q and

weight λ1 :“ 9wλ P X˚pAyM 1 q
` (dominant relative to 9wBφ). We have ρ1 – Lpλ1, E1q,

where E1 is the simple Aλ1

-module corresponding to E under the identification
Sφ – Sφ1 .

We let LLpλ1q be the irreducible representation of S˝
φ1,L with highest weight λ1.

Proposition 2.9 says that the natural map from π0pSφ1,Lq “ Aλ1

L to Aλ1

is a bijection.

Thus we may regard E1 as a simple Aλ1

L -module, for which we write E1
L. According

to §2.2, we get an irreducible representation LLpλ1, E1
Lq of Sφ1,L. We denote this

representation by ρL.

Lemma 4.1. The representation ρL P IrrpSφ1,Lq factors through S
6
φ1,L, to give a

representation which by abuse of notation we also denote ρL.

Proof. We first study the representation LLpλ1q P IrrpS˝
φ1,Lq. Note that αM 1 pλ1q

belongs to AL by construction and the following diagram commutes.

X˚pAyM 1 qR X˚p xM 1
abqR AM 1

X˚ppLabqR AL

αM1

res

Let m P Zą0 be a positive integer such that αM 1 pmλ1q belongs to X˚pALq. Hence,

by the above diagram, there is a character of pL whose restriction to AyM 1 is mλ1.
Then the irreducible representation LLpmλ1q P IrrpS˝

φ1,Lq with highest weight mλ1

is actually just this character acting through S˝
φ1,L Ă pL. This implies that the
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irreducible representation LLpλ1q P IrrpS˝
φ1,Lq with highest weight λ1 is also a

character of S˝
φ1,L. (This can be checked by, e.g., comparing the dimensions of

LLpmλ1q and LLpλ1q; through the Weyl dimension formula, we can easily see that
dimLLpλ1q ď dimLLpmλ1q.)

Since LLpmλ1q is the restriction of a character of pL, the representation LLpmλ1q

is clearly trivial on ppLder XS˝
φ1,Lq˝. In other words, the m-th power of the character

LLpλ1q|p pLderXS˝
φ1,L

q˝ is trivial. As the finitely generated abelian group X˚pppLder X

S˝
φ1,Lq˝q is torsion-free, this implies that LLpλ1q|p pLderXS˝

φ1,L
q˝ is trivial. Therefore

ρL is trivial on ppLder X S˝
φ1,Lq˝ “ ppLder X Sφ1,Lq˝. This concludes the proof of the

lemma. �

Now, by the BpLqbas-LLC (Conjecture 3.1 for F non-Archimedean, Diagram
(3.2) for C, Theorem 3.7 for R Archimedean), we get bL P BpLqbas and πbL P ΠpLbLq

corresponding to ρL P IrrpS6
φ1,Lq. Denote by b the image of bL in BpGq.

Lemma 4.2. We have bL P BpLq`
bas.

Proof. Recall that the natural map BpLq Ñ BpGq induces a bijection BpLq`
bas

1:1
ÝÝÑ

BpGqQ and that the subset BpGqQ of BpGq is defined to be the preimage of A`
Q

under the Newton map (§2.1):

BpLq BpGq C

BpLq`
bas BpGqQ A`

Q

νG

1:1

Thus our task is to check that νGpbq belongs to A`
Q. Since the Newton map is

functorial, i.e., we have νGpbq “ νLpbLq, it suffices to show that νLpbLq belongs to
A`

Q.

Recall that we have νLpbLq “ αL ˝ κLpbLq since bL is basic ((2.2) for L):

BpLqbas X˚pZppLqΓq X˚pZppLqΓqR AL “ X˚pALqR
κL

νL

αL

By the commutative diagram (3.1) (applied to L), ZppLqΓ acts on ρL via κLpbLq P

X˚pZppLqΓq. Since pT Ă xM 1 Ă pL, we have pT Ą AyM 1 Ą ApL. By construction, AyM 1

acts on ρL via λ1. Hence the element κLpbLq P X˚pZppLqΓqR is nothing but the
image of λ1 under the map

X˚pAyM 1 qR
res

ÝÝÑ X˚pApLqR “ X˚pZppLqΓqR.

Now recall that the standard parabolic subgroup Q with standard Levi L is
chosen so that w ¨ αM pλq “ αM 1 pλ1q belongs to A`

Q. We note that the natural

inclusion map AL ãÑ AM 1 gives a section of the restriction map X˚pAyM 1 qR ։
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X˚pApLqR under the identifications via αL and αM 1 .

X˚pAyM 1 qR AM 1

X˚pApLqR AL

αM1

res

αL

Hence the image of λ1 P X˚pAyM 1 qR in X˚pApLqR, which equals κLpbLq by the

argument in the previous paragraph, is equal to α´1
L ˝ αM 1 pλ1q. Thus we get

αL ˝ κLpbLq “ αM 1 pλ1q. This implies that νLpbLq p“ αL ˝ κLpbLq “ αM 1 pλ1qq
lies in A`

Q. �

Lemma 4.3. We have LbL “ Gb.

Proof. By the definition of the groups Gb and LbL , we have that LbL is naturally
embedded in Gb. The group Gb is an inner form of a Levi subgroup of G given by
the centralizer of νGpbq in G (§2.1). Similarly, the group LbL is an inner form of
a Levi subgroup of L given by the centralizer of νLpbLq in L. Thus, since we have
νLpbLq “ νGpbq, it is enough to show that the centralizer of νGpbq in G is equal to
L. Noting that νGpbq belongs to A`

Q by Lemma 4.2, this can be easily checked by

looking at the definition of A`
Q. �

By this lemma, we may regard πbL as a representation of GbpF q. We define
πb P ΠpGbq to be this representation. Hence we have finally constructed pb, πbq as
desired. This concludes the construction.

4.2. Independence of choices. Recall that, for fixed rφs P ΦpGq and ρ P IrrpSφq,
several choices were made in the construction of pb, πbq as follows.

(1) We fixed a representative φ of rφs.
(2) We chose a smallest Levi subgroup LM such that φ factors through LM ãÑ

LG. Furthermore, we replaced φ with its conjugate xφ so that xpLMq is a
standard Levi subgroup. (We put LM to be xpLMq.)

(3) We took a weight λ P X˚pAxM q` and a simple Aλ-module E such that
ρ – Lpλ,Eq.

(4) We took w P W rel such that w ¨ αM pλq belongs to C and defined the
standard parabolic Q with standard Levi L to be the unique one satisfying
w ¨ αM pλq P A`

Q.

(5) Then, by taking a representative 9w of the element w P W rel – xW rel, we
applied the BpLqbas-LLC to p 9wφ, ρLq, where ρL :“ LLp 9wλ, 9wELq.

We now explain that our construction is independent of these.

We first discuss (5). Any two choices 9w, 9w1 P N pGpA pT q differ by an element of pT .
This means that p 9wφ,LLp 9wλ, 9wELqq and p 9w1

φ,LLp 9w1

λ, 9w1

ELqq differ by conjugation

by an element of pT Ă pL. Hence, the resulting pb, πbq does not change since the basic
correspondence is assumed to be well-defined.

We next discuss (4) If w1 P W rel is another element such that w1 ¨ αM pλq P C,
then we must have w ¨ αM pλq “ w1 ¨ αM pλq (see, e.g., [Hum78, Lemma 10.3.B]).
In particular, the standard Levi subgroup L does not change. Furthermore, w1w´1

stabilizes w ¨αM pλq and hence lies inW rel
L by Lemma 2.6. This will modify p 9wφ, ρLq

up to pL-conjugacy, which does not affect pb, πbq.
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Let us discuss (3). We take another weight λ1 P X˚pAxM q` and simple Aλ1

-
module E1 such that ρ – Lpλ1, E1q. By Lemma 2.4, we may assume that λ1 is Rφ-
conjugate to λ (say λ1 “ w ¨ λ) and E and E1 are identified under the isomorphism
Aλ – Aw¨λ. Recall that the action of w P Rφ factors through Rφ Ñ W pGpAxM q (see

(2.6)) and that W pGpAxM q is identified with a subgroup of xW rel (Lemma 2.7). Thus,
by Lemma 2.8, w does not affect the definition of L and ρL.

Let us discuss (2). Let LM and LM 1 be two smallest Levi subgroups of G such
that φ factors through LM and LM 1, respectively. As explained in §2.3, LM and
LM 1 are conjugate by an element of S˝

φ, say
spLMq “ LM 1. Thus using M 1 instead

of M amounts to using sρ instead of ρ. Since sρ – ρ, this does not change the rest
of the construction of pb, πbq.

We finally discuss (1). Let us choose gφ conjugate to φ via g P pG. Then gpLMq is
a smallest Levi subgroup such that gφ factors through gpLMq ãÑ LG. Thus, both φ
and gφ are conjugate to xφ, whose image is contained in a standard Levi subgroup
xpLMq.

4.3. Properties of the correspondence. We now verify that the construction
in §4.1 is well behaved.

Proposition 4.4. The map prφs, ρq ÞÑ pb, πbq constructed in §4.1 is injective. To
be more precise, suppose φ1, φ2 are L-parameters of G and ρi P IrrpSφi

q and that
our map takes ρi to pπi, biq with b1 “ b2 and π1 – π2. Then φ1 „ φ2 and ρ1 „ ρ2.

Here, the meaning of “ρ1 „ ρ2” in the statement is as follows. Since we have

φ1 „ φ2, we can take g P pG such that gφ2 “ φ1, which implies that gSφ2
“ Sφ1

.
Then we have gρ2 – ρ1. Note that this condition is independent of the choice of g
as any other choice g1 can differ from g only by an element of Sφ2

.

Proof. For i “ 1, 2, let Li be the Levi subgroup associated to pφi, ρiq as in §4.1.

Similarly, we let ρi,Li
P IrrpS6

9wiφi,Li
q denote the representation associated to pφi, ρiq

as in §4.1. Recall that bi and πi P ΠpGbi q are obtained by applying the BpLiqbas-

LLC to ρi,Li
P IrrpS6

9wiφi,Li
q.

Note that Li is characterized as the unique standard Levi subgroup of G such
that bi P BpGq is contained in BpLiq

`
bas by Lemma 4.2 and the decomposition (2.4).

Thus the assumption that b1 “ b2 implies that L1 “ L2. Let us simply write L for
L1 “ L2 in the following.

Since the BpLqbas-LLC is bijective, the assumption π1 – π2 implies that 9w1φ1
and 9w2φ2 are equivalent as L-parameters of L. Hence φ1 and φ2 are equivalent as

L-parameters of G. In the following, we fix an element l P pL satisfying 9w2φ2 “ l 9w1φ1
(hence we get lS

6
9w1φ1,L

“ S
6
9w2φ2,L

and lS
6
9w1φ1

“ S
6
9w2φ2

).

Let us show that the representations l 9w1ρ1 and
9w2ρ2 of S

6
9w2φ2

are isomorphic. For

this, for each i “ 1, 2, we take an element λi P X˚pAxM q` and a simple Aλi -module
Ei such that ρi – Lpλi, Eiq. Then, by construction, ρi,L is the unique irreducible
representation of S 9wiφi,L

associated with the pair p 9wiλi,
9wiEi,Lq, where 9wiEi,L is

9wiEi regarded as a simple A
9wiλ
L -module via the bijection A

9wiλ
L – A

9wiλ. As the

assumption π1 – π2 also implies that the representations lρ1,L and ρ2,L of S6
9w2φ2,L

are isomorphic, we have l 9w1λ1 “ 9w2λ2 and l 9w1E1,L – 9w2E2,L. Thus we see that
l 9w1E1 – 9w2E2 and conclude that l 9w1ρ1 – 9w2ρ2. �
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We denote by ΠφpGbq the set of all π P ΠpGbq attached to some ρ P IrrpSφq. As
a result of Proposition 4.4, we can define a bijective map ιw.

(4.1)
ž

bPBpGq

ΠφpGbq
ιwÝÑ IrrpSφq.

Proposition 4.5. The map ιw fits into a commutative diagram.
š

bPBpGq

ΠφpGbq IrrpSφq

BpGq X˚pZp pGqΓq.

ιw

κG

Proof. Suppose that πb P ΠφpGbq is mapped to ρ P IrrpSφq under the map ιw. Let

ωρ P X˚pZp pGqΓq be the image of ρ under the map IrrpSφq Ñ X˚pZp pGqΓq, i.e.,

Zp pGqΓ acts on ρ via ωρ. Our task is to show that ωρ “ κGpbq. In the following, we
follow the notation of §4.1.

By our construction, b P BpGq is the image of bL P BpLq`
bas in BpGq and πb “ πbL

(under the identification Gb – LbL), where πbL corresponds to ρL P IrrpS6
9wφ,L

q

under the BpLqbas-LLC. Let ωρL
P X˚pZppLqΓq be the image of ρL under the map

IrrpS6
9wφ,L

q Ñ X˚pZppLqΓq, i.e., ZppLqΓ acts on ρL via ωρL
. Then the commutativity

in the basic case (3.1) implies that ωρL
is given by κLpbLq. By the functoriality of

the Kottwitz homomorphism (see [Kot97, §4.9]), κLpbLq P X˚pZppLqΓq is mapped

to κGpbq P X˚pZp pGqΓq under the natural map X˚pZppLqΓq Ñ X˚pZp pGqΓq. In other
words, ωρL

|
Zp pGqΓ is given by κGpbq. Hence it suffices to show that ωρ “ ωρL

|
Zp pGqΓ ,

i.e., Zp pGqΓ acts on both ρ and ρL via the same character.

Recall that ρ – Lpλ,Eq. Since the conjugate action of Zp pGqΓ on Sφ is trivial,

Zp pGqΓ is contained the preimage Sλ
φ of Aλ under the map Sφ ։ π0pSφq. As Lpλ,Eq

is defined to be the induction of E b Lpλq from Sλ
φ to Sφ, we see that Zp pGqΓ acts

on Lpλ,Eq and E b Lpλq via the same character ωρ.
Recall that, in §2.2, we choose a representative ιpaq of a P Aλ in Sλ

φ and an S˝
φ-

equivariant isomorphism θa : Lpλq
–

ÝÑ ιpaqLpλq such that ιp1q “ 1 and θ1 “ id. Let

Zλ be the image of Zp pGqΓ Ă Sφ in Aλ. For any a P Zλ, we may and do choose ιpaq

to be an element of Zp pGqΓ and θa to be the identity map. Then, for any element

z P Zp pGqΓ, its action on ub v P E b Lpλq is given by

z ¨ pu b vq “ pρauq b pgvq,

where a denotes the image of z in Zλ Ă Aλ, ρa is the associated element of Aλ

(see §2.2), and g :“ ιpaq´1z P S˝
φ XZp pGqΓ. Since S˝

φ XZp pGqΓ is a central subgroup

of the connected reductive group S˝
φ, S

˝
φ X Zp pGqΓ is contained in the maximal

torus AxM of S˝
φ. In particular, we have gv “ λpgqv, hence we get z ¨ pu b vq “

pρauq b pλpgqvq. By the same argument, we can also check that the action of

Zp pGqΓ on ρL – LLp 9wλq b 9wEL and 9wEL is given by the same formula. �

We now verify that ΠφpGbq exhausts ΠpGbq. The following proposition gives us
the desired finite-to-one map

LLCGb
: ΠpGbq Ñ ΦpGq.
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Proposition 4.6. We have an equality of sets
ž

φ

ΠφpGbq “ ΠpGbq.

Proof. Let π P ΠpGbq. By (2.4), there exists a unique standard Levi subgroup L
of G and bL P BpLq`

bas such that bL is identified with b P BpGq. We may regard π
as an element of ΠpLbq via the identification Gb – LbL as in Lemma 4.3. Then, by
the BpLqbas-LLC, we can associate to π the pair pφ, ρLq of an L-parameter φ of L

and an irreducible representation ρL of S6
φ,L.

Let LM be a smallest Levi subgroup of LG such that φ factors through the L-
embedding LM ãÑ LL. We regard φ also as an L-parameter of G by composing it
with the embedding LL ãÑ LG. Then, by Lemma 2.5, S˝

φ is a connected reductive
group and S˝

φ,L is its Levi subgroup with a maximal torus AxM . Hence, by repre-

sentation theory of disconnected reductive groups (§2.2), ρL is given by LLpλ,Eq,
where λ P X˚pAxM q` is a dominant character and E is a simple Aλ

L-module with
the notation as in §2.2.

Since Aλ
L “ Aλ by Proposition 2.9, E can be regarded as a simple Aλ-module.

Thus we get an irreducible representation Lpλ,Eq of Sφ. If we put ρ :“ Lpλ,Eq,
then it can be easily checked that our construction given in §4.1 associates π to
pφ, ρq. �

5. Endoscopic character identity

In this section, we restrict to the case where F is a p-adic field. It seems to us
that analogous results must hold for all local fields.

5.1. Setup. Recall that a refined endoscopic datum e of G is a tuple pH,H, s, ηq
consisting of

‚ H is a quasi-split connected reductive group over F ,

‚ H is a split extension of WF by pH such that the induced action of WF on
pH coincides with the one coming from the F -rational structure of pH,

‚ s is an element of Zp pHqΓ, and
‚ η : H Ñ LG is an L-homomorphism which restricts to an isomorphism
Ĥ Ñ Z pGpηpsqq˝

Recall also that an isomorphism of refined endoscopic data from pH,H, s, ηq to

pH 1,H1, s1, η1q is an element g P pG such that

(1) we have pIntpgq ˝ ηqpHq “ η1pH1q, and
(2) Intpgqpηpsqq “ η1ps1q.

(see [BM21a, Definition 2.11], [BMS22, Definition 2.3.4] and also [Kal16a, §1.3 and
§4.1]). We let EisopGq be the set of refined endoscopic data for G and let E

isopGq
denote the set of isomorphism classes.

We fix a refined endoscopic datum e “ pH,H, s, ηq in the following. For simplic-
ity, we assume throughout that H “ LH . We fix an F -splitting pTH , BH , tXH,αuq

of H and a Γ-stable splitting p pTH , pBH , tXxH,α
u of pH in addition to the splittings of

G and pG we fixed in §2. We assume that ηp pTHq “ pT and ηp pBHq Ă pB.
Temporarily fix b P BpGqbas and choose a cocycle z P Z1

algpE iso
F , GpF qq and

ϕ : G Ñ Gb such that pGb, ϕ, zq is an extended pure inner twist of G. Recall
that we can define the notion of matching orbital integrals between test functions
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fb P C8
c pGbpF qq and fH P C8

c pHpF qq. For any test function fb P C8
c pGbpF qq,

there always exists a test function fH P C8
c pHpF qq (transfer) which has matching

orbital integrals with fb (see [Kal16a, Theorem 4]). Accordingly, for any stable

distribution D on HpF q, we may consider its transfer TransGb

H D to GbpF q by, for
any test function fb P C8

c pGbpF qq,

TransGb

H Dpfbq :“ DpfHq,

where fH P C8
c pHpF qq is a transfer of fb to HpF q.

Let φ be a tempered L-parameter of G. We assume that φ factors through η; let
φH be an L-parameter of H such that φ “ η ˝ φH .

In the following, we assume the existence of the basic case of the local Langlands
correspondence (Conjecture 3.1). Hence, by Theorem 3.8, we have a bijective map

ιw :
ž

bPBpGq

ΠφpGbq
1:1

ÝÝÑ IrrpSφq

which extends the bijection of the BpGqbas-LLC

ιw :
ž

bPBpGqbas

ΠφpGbq
1:1

ÝÝÑ IrrpS6
φq.

In the following, for any π P ΠφpGbq, we let xπ,´y denote the irreducible character
of Sφ corresponding to π under ιw, i.e.,

xπ, sy :“ trps | ιwpπqq

for s P Sφ. For any b P BpGq and s P Sφ, we put

ΘGb,s
φ :“ epGbq

ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, syΘπ,

where epGbq denotes the Kottwitz sign of Gb. When s “ 1, we write SΘGb

φ for

ΘGb,1
φ .
It is expected that the basic case of the local Langlands correspondence satisfies

the stability and the endoscopic character identity (cf. [Kal16a, Conjecture F]). We
assume these properties in the following:

Assumption 5.1 (stability and endoscopic character identity). Let b P BpGqbas.

(1) The distribution SΘH
φH

on HpF q is stable.

(2) We have the following equality as distributions on GbpF q:

TransGb

H SΘH
φH

“ Θ
Gb,ηpsq
φ .(5.1)

Our aim in this section is to generalize the identity (5.1) to any b P BpGq. For
this, we additionally assume the following standard properties of the basic case of
the local Langlands correspondence.

Assumption 5.2. Let Q be a standard parabolic subgroup of G with standard
Levi L. If a tempered L-parameter φ of G factors through the L-embedding of LL

into LG, then we have the following equality as distributions on GpF q:

SΘG
φ “ IGQ pSΘL

φq.
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Remark 5.3. By using the transitivity of parabolic induction, we can reduce the
property of Assumption 5.2 to the case when L is minimal among which φ factors
through, i.e., φ is discrete as an L-parameter of L. Then, this is a special case of
the local intertwining relation (see [Art13, Theorem 2.4.1], for instance).

Assumption 5.4. Suppose that α : G Ñ G is an F -rational automorphism of G.
Let Lα : LG Ñ LG be the dual to G. Then, for any L-parameter φ : LF Ñ LG, we
have

ΠLα˝φpGq “ α˚ΠφpGq,

where α˚ΠφpGq denotes the pull-back of ΠφpGq via α : GpF q Ñ GpF q.

Remark 5.5. Assumption 5.4 should be standard (see, for example, [Hai14, Con-
jecture 4.9]) and can be also thought of as a special case of the compatibility of the
local Langlands correspondence with isogeny; for example, see [Bor79, 10.3 (5)],
[FS21, §IX.6.1], [GL17, Théorème 0.1], etc.

5.2. Motivation. Our aim is to generalize the identity (5.1) to general b P BpGq.
We now describe what we believe is the correct way to formulate the endoscopic
character identity for a general b P BpGq. To begin, we want to define a transfer
of functions from C8

c pGbpF qq to C8
c pHpF qq for any b P BpGq and an endoscopic

group H of G. We suspect this will not be possible in full generality, but it will be
for νb-acceptable functions. We recall their definition (see [BMS22, §2.7]).

Let ν : DF Ñ G be a homomorphism of groups and let Mν be the centralizer of
ν in G. The homorphism ν defines a parabolic subgroup Pν “ MνNν whereby the
positive roots of Pν are those such that xν, αy ă 0.

Warning 5.6. We often take ν to be νb :“ νGpbq and the opposite parabolic P op
ν

is standard in this case.

We say that γ P MνpF q is ν-acceptable if the adjoint action of γ on NνpF q
is dilating, namely each eigenvalue λ of this action satisfies |λ| ą 1. The set of
acceptable elements is nonempty and open in MνpF q. Since acceptability only
depends on the stable conjugacy class of γ in Mν , we can define for an inner twist
ϕM : Mν Ñ M 1

ν that γ1 P M 1
νpF q is ν-acceptable if ϕ´1pγ1q is ν-acceptable. We

let C8,acc
c pMνpF qq Ă C8

c pMνpF qq (resp. C8
c,accpM

1
νpF qq Ă C8

c pM 1
νpF qq denote the

subset of functions supported on acceptable elements. We remark that there are
enough acceptable functions to separate ΠpM 1

νq (see the argument of [Shi09, Lemma
6.4], cf. [BMS22, Lemma 2.7.5]) so it is sufficient to restrict our attention them.
The relevant proposition is as follows.

Proposition 5.7 ([KS21, Lemma 3.1.2]). Let fν P C8
c,accpMνpF qq. Then there

exists an f P C8
c pGpF qq satisfying the following properties.

‚ For every semisimple element g P GpF q, we have the following identity of
orbital integrals

OG
g pfq “ δ

´1{2
Pν

pmq ¨OMν
m pfνq,

if there exists an acceptable m P MνpF q that is conjugate to g P GpF q and
OG

g pfq “ 0 otherwise.
‚ we have

trpf | πq “ trpfν | JG
P

op
ν

pπqq,

for π P ΠpGq.
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We need to study the relation between the endoscopy ofG and its Levi subgroups.
Fix L Ă G a standard Levi subgroup of G (later, especially, we take L to be the
standard Levi subgroup of G such that Gb is its inner twist).

Definition 5.8. An embedded endoscopic datum forG is a tuple pHL,HL, H,H, s, ηq,
where

‚ pH,H, s, ηq is a refined endoscopic datum of G with a fixed F -pinning
pTH , BH , tXH,αuq of H ,

‚ HL is a standard Levi subgroup of H ,
‚ HL is a Levi subgroup of H, namely HL surjects onto WF and its intersec-

tion with pH is a Levi subgroup of pH,

such that xHL “ HL X pH and pHL,HL, s, η|HL
q is a refined endoscopic datum of L.

An isomorphism of embedded data from pHL,HL, H,H, s, ηq to pH 1
L,H

1
L, H

1,H1, s1, η1q

is a g P pG, which simultaneously produces isomorphisms

pHL, xHL, s, ηq
„

ÝÑ pH 1
L,H

1
L, s

1, η1q and pH,H, s, ηq
„

ÝÑ pH 1,H1, s1, η1q.

We denote the set of embedded endoscopic data by E
embpL,Gq and the set of

isomorphism classes by E
embpL,Gq.

We have the natural restrictionsX : EembpL,Gq Ñ E
isopLq and Y emb : EembpL,Gq Ñ

E
isopGq. These induce maps of isomorphism classes, and the map induced by X is a

bijection by [BM21a, Proposition 2.20]. We recall from [BM21a, Construction 2.15]
that there is a natural map Y : EisopLq Ñ E

isopGq such that the following diagram
commutes

(5.2)

E
isopGq

E
embpL,Gq E

isopLq.

Y emb

X

Y

Definition 5.9. For a refined endoscopic datum pH,H, s, ηq ofG, we define E
embpL,G;Hq

to be the set of isomorphism classes of embedded endoscopic data whose image un-
der

(5.3) Y emb : E
embpL,Gq Ñ E

isopGq

is the isomorphism class of pH,H, s, ηq. We define the set of inner classes of embed-
ded endoscopic data relative to H , denoted by E

ipL,G;Hq, to be the set of equiva-
lence classes of elements of the form pHL,HL, H,H, s, Intpnq ˝ ηq of EembpL,Gq, for

n P N pGp pT q. The isomorphism class of such elements lies in E
embpL,G;Hq and two

such data are considered equivalent if they are isomorphic by an inner isomorphism
α of the group H inducing an isomorphism of embedded endoscopic data.

In the following, we fix a refined endoscopic datum e “ pH,H, s, ηq. Although we
believe that our result can be established for general H, we focus only on the case
H “ LH in the following. We also fix b P BpGq and an extended pure inner twist
pGb, ϕ, zq of L, where L Ă G is the standard Levi subgroup given by the centralizer
of νb :“ νGpbq with standard parabolic Q and z is a cocycle corresponding to
bL P BpLq`

bas.
We furthermore fix Xe

L, a set of representatives of E
ipL,G;Hq. For each eL P

Xe

L, we get a character ν : DF
νbÝÑ AL Ă T 1 – TH where T 1 Ă G and we note
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the isomorphism T 1 – TH is determined by eL and canonical up to our choice of
splittings.

Fix fb P C8
c,accpGbpF qq. We produce a matching fH P C8

c pHpF qq.

(1) Define f0
b :“ fb b δ

1{2

Pνb
, where δPνb

is the character on Gb defined such that

δPνb
pγ1q “ δPνb

pγq for γ P LpF q matching γ1 P GbpF q.

(2) For each eL P Xe

L, define feL P C8
c pHLq to be a transfer of f0

b fromGb toHL

using the Whittaker normalized ∆rwL, zs transfer factor (we use the ∆λ
D

normalization as in [KS12, §5.5], these transfer factors are defined by [KT18,
(4.3)], though note that they use the ∆1

λ normalization). By multiplying
with the indicator function on the set of ν-acceptable elements, we can and
do assume that feL P C8,acc

c pHLpF qq.
(3) We now apply Proposition 5.7 to each feL P C8,acc

c pHLpF qq to get functions
fH,eL P C8

c pHpF qq.
(4) We finally let fH “

ř
Xe

L

fH,eL P C8
c pHpF qq.

G

Gb L H

HL

inner

Levi
endo.

endo. Levi
endo.

Now take γH P HpF q that is G-strongly regular and let γ be its transfer to
G. We compute the stable orbital integral SOH

γH
pfHq. If there is no eL P Xe

L

and ν-acceptable γHL
P HLpF q conjugate to γH in HpF q, then SOH

γH
pfHq “ 0 by

Proposition 5.7. Otherwise, we have that

(5.4) SOH
γH

pfHq “
ÿ

eL

δ
´1{2
Pν

pγHL
q ¨ SOHL

γHL
pfeLq,

where the sum is over some subset of Xe

L. Here we used the fact that the identity
of orbital integrals in Proposition 5.7 induces the identity of stable orbital integrals
([Shi10, Lemma 3.5]). Crucially, by [BMS22, Lemma 2.7.13] (cf. [Shi10, Lemma
6.2], [BM21a, Lemma 2.42]) there is at most one eL appearing on the right hand
side of (5.4). If γHL

for such eL does not transfer to some γGb
P GbpF q whose image

γL in LpF q is νb-acceptable, then the original SOH
γH

pfHq is 0. Otherwise, we get

SOH
γH

pfHq “ δ
´1{2
Pν

pγHL
q ¨ SOHL

γHL
pfeLq

“
ÿ

γ1
Gb

„stγGb

∆rwL, zspγHL
, γ1

Gb
qδ

´1{2
Pν

pγHL
qδ

1{2

Pνb
pγ1

Gb
qOGb

γ1
Gb

pfbq.

The formula

| detpAdpγLq ´ 1 | LiepGq{LiepLqq|1{2

| detpAdpγHL
q ´ 1 | LiepHq{LiepHLqq|1{2

∆rwLspγHL
, γLq “ ∆rwspγHL

, γLq

(see [BM21a, Proposition 5.3] for instance) and the facts that

‚ |δPν
pγHL

q| “ | detpAdpγHL
q ´ 1 | LiepHq{LiepHLqq| and

‚ |δPνb
pγLq| “ | detpAdpγLq ´ 1 | LiepGq{LiepLqq|
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(see [Shi10, Lemma 3.4]) imply that finally:

SOH
γH

pfHq “
ÿ

γ1
Gb

„stγGb

∆rwspγHL
, γLqxinvrzspγL, γG1

b
q, pϕγHL

,γL
psqy´1OGb

γ1
Gb

pfbq,

where pϕγHL
,γL

is the dual of the admissible isomorphism taking ZHL
pγHL

q to

ZLpγLq (cf. [BM21a, §4.1]). This is our notion of matching function. Corre-
sponding to this notion of matching function, we get a transfer of distributions
TransGb

H Dpfbq “ DpfHq where fb and fH are matching functions and D is a stable
distribution on HpF q.

We have the following:

Lemma 5.10. We have

(5.5) TransGb

H SΘH
φH

“
ÿ

eLPXe

L

pTransGb

HL
JH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
q b δ

1{2

Pνb
.

Proof. We fix fb P C8
c,accpGbpF qq and its transfer fH P C8

c pHpF qq. Then we have

TransGb

H SΘH
φH

pfbq “ SΘH
φH

pfHq.

On the other hand, if we let f0
b , feL , fH,eL be intermediate test functions as ex-

plained above, then we have
ÿ

eLPXe

L

pTransGb

HL
JH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
q b δ

1{2

Pνb
pfbq “

ÿ

eLPXe

L

pTransGb

HL
JH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
qpf0

b q

“
ÿ

eLPXe

L

pJH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
qpfeLq

“
ÿ

eLPXe

L

SΘH
φH

pfH,eLq “ SΘH
φH

pfHq,

where we used Proposition 5.7 (2) in the third equality. �

A naive expectation is that the identity (5.1) holds also for non-basic b P BpGq

with this definition of TransGb

H SΘH
φH

. However, this is not true. Let us explain the
difficulty.

Consider the simplest case where pH,H, s, ηq “ pG, LG, 1, idq. In this case, the
set Xe

L is a singleton whose unique element can be taken to be pL, LL,G, LG, 1, idq.
Note that the standard parabolic subgroup P op

ν “ P op
νb

associated to this unique
embedded endoscopic datum is given by Q. Hence, by Lemma 5.10, the identity
(5.1) would become

pTransGb

L JG
QSΘ

G
φ q b δ

´1{2

Q “
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, 1yΘπ.(5.6)

Let us explain how this identity fails in the following two examples.

Example 5.11. Let G “ GL2. We take φ to be the direct sum 1‘1 of two trivial
representations of WF ˆ SL2pCq. Then we have Sφ “ GL2pCq. Suppose that ρ is
an irreducible representation of Sφ which is not 1-dimensional. Then the element
b P BpGq associated to ρ is non-basic and Gb “ L “ T . Since ΠφpGbq is a singleton
consisting of 1 b 1, we have

ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, 1yΘπ “ dimpρqΘ
1b1.
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On the other hand, ΠφpGq is a singleton consisting of IGB p1 b 1q. We have Q “ B

and can check that

pTransGb

T JG
BSΘ

G
φ q b δ

´1{2

B “ 2Θ
1b1 b δ

´1{2

B

(for example, by the geometric lemma ([BZ77, p. 448])). Thus, firstly, this example
suggests that it would be better to twist the Gb-side

ř
πPΠφpGbqxπ, 1yΘπ via the

character δ
´1{2

B . Secondly, even if we make this modification, the equality (5.6)
does not hold unless dimpρq “ 2.

Example 5.12. Let G “ GL4. We take φ to be the direct sum Std ‘ Std of
two standard representations of SL2pCq (trivial on the WF -part). Then we have
Sφ – GL2pCq. Suppose that ρ is an irreducible representation of Sφ which is not
1-dimensional. Then the element b P BpGq associated to ρ is non-basic and Gb is
given by an inner form of the standard Levi subgroup L “ GL2 ˆ GL2 of G. Since
ΠφpGbq is a singleton consisting of TransGb

L St2 b St2, we have
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, 1yΘπ “ dimpρqTransGb

L ΘSt2bSt2 ,

where St2 denotes the Steinberg representation of GL2pF q. On the other hand,
ΠφpGq is a singleton consisting of IGQ pSt2 bSt2q, where Q is the standard parabolic
subgroup of G with Levi part L. By using the geometric lemma as before, we can
check that

JG
QSΘ

G
φ “ 2ΘSt2bSt2 ` Θ

I
GL2
B

p|´|
1
2 b|´|

1
2 qbI

GL2
B

p|´|´ 1
2 b|´|´ 1

2 q
.

Thus the equality (5.6) cannot hold even if we twist the Gb-side via δ
´1{2

Q and if

dimpρq “ 2 because of an extra term in JG
QSΘ

G
φ .

What we will do in the following is to modify the identity (5.1) so that the
problems as in the above examples are resolved.

On the Gb-side, we introduce a quantity xπ,´yreg and replace xπ,´y in Θ
Gb,ηpsq
φ

with xπ,´yreg. In the cases of Examples 5.11 and 5.12, we get xπ, 1yreg “ 2 for
any π whose ρ P IrrpSφq is not 1-dimensional. Moreover, we consider the character

twist via δ
1{2

Pνb
.

On the H-side, we define the regular part rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg of TransGb

H SΘH
φH

by simply cutting off some part of the sum obtained after applying the geometric
lemma (Definition 5.17). In the case of Example 5.11, nothing changes by this
procedure; in the case of Example 5.12, the second term of JG

QSΘ
G
φ is non-regular

and thrown away.
The following is the main result of this section, which will be proved in §5.7.

Theorem 5.13. For any b P BpGq, we have the following equality as distributions
on GbpF q:

rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg “ epGbq
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, ηpsqyregΘπ b δ
1{2

Pνb
(5.7)

Remark 5.14. It is a natural attempt to seek a formulation of the endoscopic char-
acter identity such that the non-regular part is not discarded. However, we do
not pursue this direction in this paper. Note that it is expected that the L-packet
of a supercuspidal L-parameter (i.e., discrete and trivial on SL2pCq-part) contains
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only supercuspidal representations (cf. [Hai14, Proposition 4.27]). This implies that
when φ has trivial SL2-part, the regular part is everything. For general φ, we just
remark that the non-regular part can be quite complicated (cf. [Ato20]).

5.3. Preliminaries on the Weyl groups. For any F -rational Levi subgroups L1

and L2 of G, we put

‚ W relpL1, L2q :“ tw P W rel | wpAL1
q Ą AL2

u “ tw P W rel | wpL1q Ă L2u,
‚ W rel,L1,L2 :“ tw P W rel | wpL1 XBq Ă B,w´1pL2 XBq Ă Bu, and
‚ W relrL1, L2s :“ W relpL1, L2q XW rel,L1,L2.

We note that W relrL1, L2s gives a complete set of representatives of the double
cosets W rel

L2
zW relpL1, L2q{W rel

L1
(see [BZ77, Lemma 2.11]). Also note that we have

W rel
L2
wW rel

L1
“ W rel

L2
wW rel

L1
w´1w “ W rel

L2
w for any w P W relpL1, L2q, hence we have

W rel
L2

zW relpL1, L2q{W rel
L1

“ W rel
L2

zW relpL1, L2q.
On the dual side, similarly, we put

xW relpL1, L2q :“ tw P xW rel | wpApL1
q Ą ApL2

u

for any Levi subgroups LL1 and LL2 of LG. The condition wpApL1
q Ą ApL2

is

equivalent to wpLL1q Ă LL2 by [KMSW14, §0.4.1].

Note that the identification W rel – xW rel induces W relpL1, L2q – xW relpL1, L2q
for any standard Levi subgroups L1, L2.

Lemma 5.15. The image of the map W pGpAxM q ãÑ xW rel (see Lemma 2.7) is con-

tained in xW relpM,Mq. In particular, for any standard Levi subgroup L of G, the

set xW relpM,Lq is stable under the right W pGpAxM q-translation.

Proof. Let w be an element of W pGpAxM q with a lift n P N pGpAxM q. Recall that the

image of w in xW rel “ W pGpA pT q is given by the class of m´1n P N pGpA pT q, where

m P xM is an element such that m´1n-conjugation preserves the Borel pair p pT , pBxM q

of xM . In particular, m´1n-conjugation preserves AxM . Hence we get the first
assertion.

Since xW relpM,Lq is stable under right xW relpM,Mq-translation, the second as-
sertion follows from the first one. �

5.4. Definition of the regular part on the endoscopic side. We continue
with the fixed data from §5.1 and §5.2. Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup of
G with standard Levi M for a fixed tempered L-parameter φ as in §2.3, i.e., LM

is a smallest Levi subgroup of LG such that φ factors through LM ãÑ LG. Then
Xe

L is in bijection with WLzW pL,Hq{WH where we identify WH with a subgroup

of xWG via η and W pL,Hq consists of w P xWG such that for each γ P Γ, there exists

hγ P pH such that Intphγq ˝ γ centralizes pw ˝ ηq´1pAxM q (see [BM21a, §2.7]).

Lemma 5.16. Suppose pH,H, s, ηq is a refined endoscopic datum through which φ
factors as φH and let HM Ă H be a minimal Levi through which φH factors. Then

η´1pxMq and yHM are conjugate in NxHp pTHq.

Proof. We have that AxM is a maximal torus of S˝
φ and note that AxM Ă pT Ă ηp pHq.

Since ηpS˝
φH

q Ă S˝
φ, we have that η´1pAxM q is a maximal torus of S˝

φH
. But if

HM is a minimal Levi through which φH factors, then AzHM
is a maximal torus

of S˝
φH

and hence there exists h P S˝
φH

Ă pH conjugating AzHM
to η´1pAxM q. Let
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pT 1 “ Intphqp pTHq. Then pT 1 and pTH are two maximal tori in ZxHpη´1pAxM qq and

hence are conjugate. Thus, we may as well assume h P NxHp pTHq. �

We assume φH and φ are chosen such that HM and M can be chosen to be

standard Levi subgroups. Each eL P Xe

L determines a Borel subgroup pBeL Ă pH via
pBeL “ pIntphq ˝ ηq´1p pBq. There is a unique standard parabolic subgroup for yHM

containing pBeL , which we call P eL . Similarly, there is a standard parabolic for xHL

containing pBeL , which is exactly P op
ν .

By Assumption 5.2 and the geometric lemma of [BZ77], we have that the term
JH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
which appears in the expression in (5.5) becomes

JH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
“ JH

P
op
ν
IHP eLSΘ

HM

φH
(5.8)

“
ÿ

wPW rel,HM ,HL

IHL

P2
˝ w˚ ˝ JHM

P1
SΘHM

φH
,

where P1 (resp. P2) is the standard parabolic subgroup ofHMXw´1pHLq insideHM

(resp. wpHM qXHL inside HL) and w
˚ denotes the pull-back via the w-conjugation

from HM X w´1pHLq to wpHM q XHL.

Note that when w P W relrHM , HLs, we have IHL

P2
˝ w˚ ˝ JHM

P1
SΘHM

φH
“ SΘHL

wφH
.

Indeed, HM Xw´1pHLq “ HM and so the JHM

P1
is just the identity map. Moreover,

by Assumption 5.4, we have w˚SΘHM

φH
“ SΘHM

wφH
. Finally, by Assumption 5.2, we

get IHL

P2
SΘHM

wφH
“ SΘHL

wφH

This motivates the following definition.

Definition 5.17. We define the regular part of JH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
to be

rJH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
sreg :“

ÿ

wPW relrHM ,HLs

SΘHL
wφH

.

We define the regular part of TransGb

H SΘH
φH

by replacing JH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
in the expres-

sion (5.5) with rJH
P

op
ν
SΘH

φH
sreg:

rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg :“
ÿ

eLPXe

L

pTransGb

HL
rJH

P
op
ν
SΘH

φH
sregq b δ

1{2

Pνb

“
ÿ

eLPXe

L

´
TransGb

HL

ÿ

wPW relrHM ,HLs

SΘHL
wφH

¯
b δ

1{2

Pνb
.

5.5. Parametrization of members of ΠφpGbq. In §4.1, we associated to each
ρ P IrrpSφq an element b P BpGq and an irreducible smooth representation πρ of
GbpF q. Recall that b P BpGq is defined to be the image of an element bL P BpLq`

bas

for a standard Levi subgroup L of G. Our aim in the following is to study the
L-packet ΠφpGbq for an individual b P BpGq. Thus, let us fix a standard parabolic
subgroup Q of G with Levi part L and fix bL P BpLq`

bas such that αLpλLq P A`
Q,

where λL :“ κLpbLq|A pL . We put b P BpGq to be the image of bL in BpGq.

Lemma 5.18. Let ρ “ Lpλ,Eq P IrrpSφq be the irreducible representation of Sφ

with highest weight λ P X˚pAxM q` and a simple Aλ-module E. Assume that the
element b P BpGq is associated with ρ by our procedure (in other words, πρ P

ΠφpGbq). Then there exists an element w P xW relpM,Lq satisfying αwM pwλq “

αLpλLq, or equivalently, λ “ α´1
M ˝ w´1 ˝ αLpλLq.
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Proof. Recall that the element bL P BpLq`
bas associated with ρ is given as fol-

lows. We first choose an element w P W rel satisfying wαM pλq P A`
Q for a (unique)

standard parabolic subgroup Q. Let L be the Levi part of Q (thus we have
A`

Q Ă X˚pALqR). We have wαM pλq “ αwM pwλq. Note that wM Ă L since we

have αwM pwλq P A`
Q, hence w belongs to W relpM,Lq. Then bL P BpLq`

bas is ob-

tained by applying the BpLqbas-LLC to pwφ, ρLq, where ρL :“ LLpwλ,wELq (see
§4.1). We have the following diagram.

X˚pZpw xMqΓq X˚pAw xM q X˚pAw xM qR AwM

BpLqbas X˚pZppLqΓq X˚pApLq X˚pApLqR AL

res res res

αwM

κL αL

In particular, by the commutative diagram (3.1), κLpbLq|A pL is given by the ApL-
central character of ρL, which equals wλ|A pL . Thus we get λL “ wλ|A pL . On the other

hand, since αwM pwλq belongs to AL Ă AwM , we have wλ|A pL “ α´1
L ˝ αwM pwλq.

Hence we obtain λL “ α´1
L ˝ αwM pwλq. �

In the following, for w P xW relpM,Lq, we shortly write λwL for α´1
M ˝w´1˝αLpλLq P

X˚pAxM q. We also put

λL,w :“ w ˝ α´1
M ˝ w´1 ˝ αLpλLq “ α´1

wM ˝ αLpλLq P X˚pAw xM q.

Note that wM , wφ, and λL,w depend only on the rightWφ-coset of w P xW relpM,Lq.

(Recall that we have a mapWφ Ñ W pGpAxM q ãÑ xW rel by (2.6) and Lemma 2.7, hence
xW relpM,Lq is stable under right Wφ-translation by Lemma 5.15.)

We consider the set of pairs pw,EL,wq, where

‚ w P W relpM,Lq{Wφ, and

‚ EL,w is a simple A
λL,w

L -module such that the ZppLqΓ-central character of
the irreducible representation LLpλL,w, EL,wq of Swφ,L is given by κLpbLq.

(Here, note that we need to specify the dominance in S˝
wφ,L so that the notation

LLp´,´q makes sense in general. However, since λL,w extends to a 1-dimensional
character of S˝

wφ,L as shown in the proof of Lemma 4.1, the representationLLpλL,w, EL,wq

is determined independently of the choice of the dominance.) We let Ipφ, bq be the
set of such pairs pw,EL,wq. We define an equivalence relation on Ipφ, bq as follows:
we have pw1, EL,w1

q „ pw2, EL,w2
q if and only if there exists an element wL P W rel

L

such that

‚ w2 “ wLw1 (i.e., w1 and w2 belong to the same double coset inW rel
L zW relpM,Lq{Wφ)

and
‚ EL,w1

and EL,w2
are identified under the isomorphism S

λL,w1
w1φ,L – S

λL,w2
w2φ,L

given by IntpwLq.

Proposition 5.19. We have a natural bijection between the set of elements ρ P
IrrpSφq whose πρ belongs to ΠφpGbq and the set Ipφ, bq{„.

Proof. By Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, the set IrrpSφq is bijective to the set of
pairs pλ,Eq, where

‚ λ is (a representative of) an element of X˚pAxM q`{Rφ,
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‚ E is (the isomorphism classes of) a simple Aλ-module,

by Lpλ,Eq Ø pλ,Eq. By construction, the representation πρ for ρ “ Lpλ,Eq P
IrrpSφq belongs to ΠφpGbq if and only the Levi subgroup Lλ associated to λ as in

§2.4 equals L and the ZppLqΓ-central character of ρL equals κLpbLq. Moreover, in
this case, a Weyl element w P W rel as in §2.4 belongs to W relpM,Lq and λ “ λwL
(equivalently, wλ “ λL,w) by Lemma 5.18.

Thus, the set of elements ρ P IrrpSφq satisfying πρ P ΠφpGbq is in bijection with
the set of pairs pλ,Eq, where

‚ λ runs over a complete set of representatives of

tλwL P X˚pAxM q` | w P W relpM,Lqu{Rφ,

‚ E runs over the isomorphism classes of simple Aλ-modules such that the

ZppLqΓ-central character of LLpλL,w, EL,wq is given by κLpbLq, whereEL,w is

the simple A
λL,w

L -module which is identified with E under the isomorphism

Aλ – A
wλ – A

wλ
L .

Since we haveWφ “ W ˝
φ ¸Rφ (Lemma 2.2) and eachW ˝

φ -orbit in X
˚pAxM q contains

a unique dominant element, we have

X˚pAxM q{Wφ – X˚pAxM q`{Rφ.

Thus, by noting that the stabilizer of λL in W rel is given by W rel
L , we see that the

map W relpM,Lq Ñ X˚pAxM q : w ÞÑ λwL induces a bijection

W rel
L zW relpM,Lq{Wφ

1:1
ÝÝÑ tλwL P X˚pAxM q` | w P W relpM,Lqu{Rφ.

Therefore the set of pairs pλ,Eq as above can be identified with Ipφ, bq{„. �

We note that if ρ P IrrpSφq corresponds to pw,EL,wq, then the representation ρL
of Swφ,L constructed in §4.1 is nothing but LLpλL,w, EL,wq.

5.6. Definition of xπ, ηpsqyreg.

Lemma 5.20. Let φ be an L-parameter of G. Suppose that pH,H, s, ηq is a refined
endoscopic datum which φ factors through as φH (i.e., φ “ η ˝ φH). Then, for any
Levi subgroup L of G such that φ factors through LL ãÑ LG, we have ηpsq belongs
to Sφ,L.

Proof. We first note that ηpsq belongs to Sφ. Indeed, by definition, ηpsq P Sφ if and
only if ηpsq ¨ φpσq ¨ ηpsq´1 “ φpσq for any σ P LF . As we have φ “ η ˝ φH and η is
an L-embedding LH ãÑ LG, this is equivalent to that s ¨ φHpσq ¨ s´1 “ φHpσq for

any σ P LF , which is true since s P Zp pHqΓ.

Thus our task is to show that ηpsq belongs to pL. Let M be a minimal Levi
subgroup of G such that M Ă L and φ factors through M . It is enough to show

that ηpsq belongs to xM . Let HM be a minimal Levi subgroup of H which φH

factors through. As yHM Ă pH , we have Zp yHM qΓ Ą Zp pHqΓ. Since s P Zp pHqΓ and

Zp yHM qΓ Ă yHM , we get s P yHM . By Lemma 5.16, there exists an element h P pH
satisfying hη´1pxMqh´1 “ yHM . Hence we get ηph´1shq P xM . Again noting that

s P Zp pHqΓ, we get ηph´1shq “ ηpsq, which completes the proof. �

Now suppose that pH,H, s, ηq is a refined endoscopic datum forG which φ factors
through as φH (i.e., φ “ η˝φH). Let ρ “ Lpλ,Eq P IrrpSφq be an element satisfying
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πρ P ΠφpGbq, where λ P X˚pAxM q` and E is a simple Aλ-module. We define a
quantity xπρ, ηpsqyreg P C in the following manner.

Let pw,EL,wq P Ipφ, bq{„ be an element corresponding to ρ as in Proposition
5.19. We take a representative of pw,EL,wq P Ipφ, bq{ „ in Ipφ, bq and furthermore
a representative of w P W relpM,Lq{Wφ in W relpM,Lq. We use the same notations
(pw,EL,wq and w) to refer to these representatives. We put ρL :“ LLpλL,w, EL,wq,
which is an irreducible representation of Swφ,L. For any element w1 P Wwφ, we

have w1wηpsq P Swφ,L by applying Lemma 5.20 to the refined endoscopic datum
pH, s, Intpw1wq ˝ ηq and the L-parameter Intpw1wq ˝ φ p“ Intpwq ˝ φq. Here, we

implicitly fix a representative of w P W rel – xW rel in N pGpA pT q (resp. w1 P Wwφ in
NSwφ

pAw xM q) and again write w (resp. w1) for it by abuse of notation. We put

xπρ, ηpsqyreg :“
ÿ

w1PWwφ,LzWwφ

trpw
1wηpsq | ρLq.

Here, note that the trace of ρL is invariant under the Swφ,L-conjugation, hence the

quotienting by Wwφ,L “ Wwφ XW rel
L in the index set makes sense.

Remark 5.21. Suppose that L “ G. Then αM pλq is central so w P W relpM,Lq “
W rel can be chose to be trivial. Thus we simply have xπρ, ηpsqyreg “ xπρ, ηpsqy in
this case.

Lemma 5.22. The quantity xπρ, ηpsqyreg is well-defined, i.e., independent of the
choices of representatives of pw,EL,wq P Ipφ, bq{„ in Ipφ, bq and w P W relpM,Lq{Wφ

in W relpM,Lq.

Proof. By noting that Wwφw “ wWφ and that |Wwφ,L| “ |Wφ,L|, we have

xπρ, ηpsqyreg “ |Wφ,L|´1
ÿ

w2PwWφ

trpw
2

ηpsq | ρLq.

Thus the independence of the choice of a representative of w P W relpM,Lq{Wφ in
W relpM,Lq is clear from this expression. If pw1, EL1,wq P Ipφ, bq and pw2, EL2,wq P
Ipφ, bq represent pw,EL,wq P Ipφ, bq{„, then there exists an element wL P W rel

L

such that w2 “ wLw1 and EL,w1
and EL,w2

are identified under the isomorphism

S
λL,w1
w1φ,L – S

λL,w2
w2φ,L given by IntpwLq. In particular, the representationsLLpλL,w1

, EL,w1
q

of Sw1φ,L and LLpλL,w2
, EL,w2

q of Sw2φ,L are identified under the isomorphism

IntpwLq : Sw1φ,L – Sw2φ,L. Moreover, IntpwLq maps the set tw
2

ηpsq | w2 P w1Wφu

to tw
2

ηpsq | w2 P w2Wφu bijectively. Thus we get
ÿ

w2Pw1Wφ

trpw
2

ηpsq | LLpλL,w1
, EL,w1

qq “
ÿ

w2Pw2Wφ

trpw
2

ηpsq | LLpλL,w2
, EL,w2

qq.

This completes the proof. �

Proposition 5.23. We have

epGbq
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, ηpsqyregΘπ “
ÿ

wPW rel
L

zW relpM,Lq

Θ
LbL

,wηpsq
wφ .

Proof. By our construction of the L-packet Πφ, we have
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, ηpsqyregΘπ “
ÿ

ρPIrrpSφq
ρÞÑb

xπρ, ηpsqyregΘπρL
,
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where the sum on the right-hand side is over ρ P IrrpSφq associated to b P BpGq and
πρL

P ΠpLq corresponds to ρL under the BpLqbas-LLC (see §4.1). By Proposition
5.19 and the definition of xπρ, ηpsqyreg, we have

ÿ

ρPIrrpSφq
ρÞÑb

xπρ, ηpsqyregΘπρL
“

ÿ

pw,EL,wq
PIpφ,bq{„

ÿ

w1PWwφ,LzWwφ

trpw
1wηpsq | ρLqΘπρL

.

Note that the order of an equivalence class of pw,EL,wq P Ipφ, bq is given by
|W rel

L wWφ{Wφ|. Hence, the right-hand side equals
ÿ

pw,EL,wqPIpφ,bq

|Wwφ,L|´1 ¨ |W rel
L wWφ{Wφ|´1

ÿ

w1PWwφ

trpw
1wηpsq | ρLqΘπρL

.

By noting that the association wL ÞÑ wLwWφ induces a bijection W rel
L {Wwφ,L

1:1
ÝÝÑ

W rel
L wWφ{Wφ, this equals

ÿ

pw,EL,wqPIpφ,bq

|W rel
L |´1

ÿ

w1PWφ

trpww1

ηpsq | ρLqΘπρL
.

By the definitions of Ipφ, bq and ρL, this equals
ÿ

wPW relpM,Lq

|W rel
L |´1

ÿ

EL,w

trpwηpsq | LLpλL,w, EL,wqqΘπρL
,(5.9)

where EL,w runs over (the isomorphism classes of) simple A
λL,w
wφ,L-modules such that

the ZppLqΓ-central character of LLpλL,w, EL,wq is given by κLpbLq. By Lemma 5.24
(see below), (5.9) is equal to

ÿ

wPW rel
L

zW relpM,Lq

ÿ

ρLPIrrpS6
wφ,L

q

ρL|
Zp pLqΓ“κLpbLq

trpwηpsq | ρLq ¨ ΘπρL
,(5.10)

where the second sum is over irreducible representations ρL of S6
wφ,L with ZppLqΓ-

central character κLpbLq. Since the product of epGbq and the inner sum is nothing

but Θ
LbL

,wηpsq
wφ , we get the desired equality. �

Lemma 5.24. Let w P W relpM,Lq. The association EL,w ÞÑ LLpλL,w, EL,wq gives
a bijection between

‚ the set of isomorphism classes of simple A
λL,w
wφ,L-modules such that the ZppLqΓ-

central character of LLpλL,w, EL,wq is given by κLpbLq, and

‚ the set of irreducible representations ρL of S6
wφ,L “ Swφ,L{ppLder X Swφ,Lq˝

with ZppLqΓ-central character κLpbLq.

Proof. The well-definedness of the map is already discussed in Lemma 3.1. Here,

we remark that ppLder X Swφ,Lq˝ and ZppLqΓ act on LLpλL,w, EL,wq as characters,

hence so does their product ppLder X Swφ,Lq˝ ¨ ZppLqΓ. For our convenience, we let

λ̃L,w denote for this character of ppLder X Swφ,Lq˝ ¨ ZppLqΓ. Since λ̃L,w|p pLderXSwφ,Lq˝

is trivial and λ̃L,w|
Zp pLqΓ “ κLpbLq, λ̃L,w does not depend on EL,w. Note that we

have

ppLder X Swφ,Lq˝ ¨ ZppLqΓ “ S˝
wφ,L ¨ ZppLqΓ
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by [KMSW14, Lemma 0.4.13]. In particular, the group ppLder X Swφ,Lq˝ ¨ ZppLqΓ

contains S˝
wφ,wM “ Aw xM . The restriction of λ̃L,w to Aw xM equals λL,w.

The injectivity of the map is a part of the classification theorem of irreducible rep-
resentations of a disconnected reductive group (Theorem 2.3 together with Lemma
2.4, applied to Swφ,L).

To us show the surjectivity, let us take an irreducible representation ρL of S6
wφ,L

with ZppLqΓ-central character κLpbLq. It is enough to show that if we regard ρL
as an irreducible representation of Swφ,L by inflation, the highest weight of ρL is
given by λL,w P X˚pAw xM q. By the discussion in the first paragraph, it suffices to

check that the group ppLderXSwφ,Lq˝ ¨ZppLqΓ acts on ρL by the character λ̃L,w. This

is obvious since ρL is constructed by inflation from S
6
wφ,L and the ZppLqΓ-central

character of ρL is κLpbLq. �

5.7. Proof of main theorem.

Lemma 5.25. We have a natural bijectionž

Xe

L

W rel
HL

zW relpHM , HLq “ W rel
L zW relpM,Lq.

Proof. Fix h P NxHp pTHq conjugating η´1pAxM q to AzHM
as in Lemma 5.16. An

element of Xe

L yields some 9w´1 P N pGp pT q that takes ApL into ηpAyHL
q and an element

of W relpHM , HLq, whose inverse mapped into xW rel via η takes ηpAyHL
q to ηpAzHM

q,

which we identify with AxM via ηphq´1. So in all we get a map ApL Ñ AxM . If

we act on the element of W relpHM , HLq on the left by an element of W rel
HL

, then
the resulting map ApL Ñ AxM does not change. In particular, the corresponding

elements of W relpM,Lq agree up to an element of W rel
L . This constructs a map in

one direction.
Conversely, suppose we are givenw P W relpM,Lq that therefore satisfiesw´1pApLq Ă

AxM . We take a lift 9w P N pGp pT q of w and then ηphq 9w´1 maps ApL into ηpAHM
q.

Then pIntp 9wηphq´1q ˝ ηq´1pApLq Ă AzHM
Ă pT Γ

H , so 9wηphq´1 induces an element of

W pL,Hq. By the proof of [BM21a, Proposition 2.24], Intp 9wηphq´1q ˝ η restricts to
give an embedded endoscopic datum pH 1

L, H, s, Intp 9wηphq´1q ˝ ηq. This datum is

conjugate by some h1 P NxHp pTHq to some pHL, H, s, Intp 9wηph´1h1qq ˝ ηq P Xe

L. In

particular, Intp 9wηph´1h1qqpηpAyHL
qq Ą ApL. Now,

pIntp 9wηphq´1q ˝ ηqpLHM q “ Intp 9wqppIntpηphq´1q ˝ ηqpLHq X LMq

Ă pIntp 9wηphq´1q ˝ ηqpLHq X LL “ pIntp 9wηphq´1q ˝ ηqp
L
H 1

Lq

“ pIntp 9wηph´1h1´1
qq ˝ ηqpLHLq,

and hence Intph1qpAzHM
q Ą AyHL

. So h1 gives an element of W relpHM , HLq. So we

have given an element ofXe

L andW relpHM , HLq and we see that by the construction
going in the other direction, we recover w since we are supposed to compose ηphq´1˝
ηph1q ˝ p 9wηph´1h1qq´1 and this is supposed to yield the inverse of the element of
W relpM,Lq. If we act on the original w P W relpM,Lq on the left by an element of
W rel

L , then the embedded datum pH 1
L, H, s, Intp 9wηphqq˝ηq will be in the same inner

class, and hence the new h1 will differ from the old one by an element ofW rel
HL

. This
completes the proof. �
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Lemma 5.26. We have

rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg “
ÿ

wPW rel
L

zW relpM,Lq

Θ
LbL

,wηpsq
wφ b δ

1{2

Pνb
.

Proof. We recall that by Definition 5.17, the left-hand side is
ÿ

eLPXe

L

´ ÿ

wPW relrHM ,HLs

TransGb

HL
SΘHL

wφH

¯
b δ

1{2

Pνb
.

Applying the endoscopic character identities from the basic correspondence (As-
sumption 5.1), we have that the left-hand side equals a sum over terms of the form

Θ
LbL

,w
1
ηpsq

w1
φ

for w1 P xWG. Moreover, each element w1 that we get can be chosen to

be exactly the element of W relpHM , HLq constructed in Lemma 5.25 (since h as in
that lemma can be chosen to centralize φH). Hence, to show that the two sides
are equal, we just need to show the indexing sets are the same. But this is Lemma
5.25. �

Now let us prove Theorem 5.13.

Proof of Theorem 5.13. By Lemma 5.26, we have

rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg “
ÿ

wPW rel
L

zW relpM,Lq

Θ
LbL

,wηpsq
wφ b δ

1{2

Pνb
.

By Proposition 5.23, we have

epGbq
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, ηpsqyregΘπ “
ÿ

wPW rel
L zW relpM,Lq

Θ
LbL

,wηpsq
wφ .

Thus we obtain the desired identity (5.7):

rTransGb

H SΘH
φH

sreg “ epGbq
ÿ

πPΠφpGbq

xπ, ηpsqyregΘπ b δ
1{2

Pνb
.

�
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